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A REVIEW OF LITERATURE, THE ARTS, AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

NOTES and COMMENT
A Better War-Who Killed Cock Robin?-Pity the
Poor chool Teacher- ubsidized Farmers-A Blueprint for Betrayal of Democracy-A Lost Chord ound
Again-and undry Matters
By THE EDIT RS

A Better War

OURnew paper

are full of rumor of war in urope and
A ia, bu t they ay little or nothing
about another war that i constantly being waged on a " rldwide front-the war of
ien e
again t deadly enemie of man.
One of the mo t important battlefront in thi truggle at pr ent
lies in e treme ea t rn Brazil, and
on the outc me of the onfli t
there may d p nd the live
f
ome who read thi . alaria ha

I
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Who KiUed Cock Robin?
JF THIS terrestrial ball-as a
man by the name of William
Shakespeare so appositely dubbed
the good earth several centuries
ago in a play called Richard the
Second-keeps revolving long
enough, it is entirely reasonable
to take for granted that one day
there will descend upon the bookabsorbing public many a comprehensive and wholly authoritative study of civilization as it
flourished during the first half of
the twentieth century. Naturally,
our country, which is so richly endowed with fodder to make the
mares of culture and pseudo-culture go cantering along, will play
a prominent role in these prospective surveys. Much ink will be
spilled-profitably,
we hopeabout the newspapers, the magazines, and the radio; and many
words will be put on paper to tell
how television eventually succeeded in poking out its nose from
a long-occupied nestling-place just
around the corner. There will be
discussions of the rise and fall of
the fireside chat. Commencement
speeches and the highly specialized technique they require will
be considered. Intelligence tests,
the movies, politics, airplanes,
cold-nostrums, international diplomacy, doctors' dissertations,
automobiles,
hair-tonics,
and
hort-cut courses by correspondence will, no doubt, be critically

examined and painstakingly evaluated all the way from soup to
nuts. Reams upon reams of paper
will be filled with inquiries into
the origin and the meaning of that
strange but thoroughly racy outcropping called swing music, and
anthropologists, philosophers, psychologists, and alienists alike will
cudgel their brains in an effort to
evolve reasonable explanations of
that distinctive twentieth-century
type known far and wide as the
jitterbug. Propaganda and its high
priests will, we trust, be investigated at great and fruit-producing
length.
It will be a herculean task, this
comprehensive surveyal of the
hills, the dales, and the mudholes
of our present-day civilization;
but we hope that the job will be
entrusted, for the most part, to
clever satirists. If it is not presumptuous on our part to hand
down a bit of advice to posterity,
we shall make bold here and now
to suggest that much time and
travail be devoted to the preparation of detailed disquisitions on
the detective story. We know full
well, of course, that our land is by
no means the one and only habitat
of that wonderfully vigorous literary animal; yet we venture to
believe that the creature has found
the products of our soil and our
labor nourishing and vitaminladen to an exceptional degree.
So far, we of THE CRES ET have
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not officially looked it in the
mouth either with intense concentration or for any considerable
space of time; but we hope to
make amends. Let us not forget,
however, that our epigones will
be able to dissect it with far more
skill than can be done at the
present time. They will, we are
sure, be in a much better position
to tell whether it actually has the
sap of life coursing through its
veins and not plain formaldehyde
and whether its "innard " are genuine "innards" and not mere awdu t. We, for our part, are often
non-plu sed. When we con ider
that a pa t ma ter of the Engli h
language like the late Woodrow
Wil on had a penchant for detective thriller and that Hi Britannic Maje ty and many other
notabl are not at all di inclin _d
to indulge in them now and th n
-some more and ome le -we
pre ently find our el e reaching
for and eager! y devouring the
identical kind of pabulum. P rhap our cholarly <le endant
will ha e a imilar e peri n e.
We
, onder wheth r

3

and the detective tale, like 01'
Man River, will keep on rollin'
along.

Phlenxity, 0 Rally

4
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part of a description but the words
he writes must be activating
words. He wants to deal with the
responses that certain moods and
emotions arouse from a given situation. James Joyce is a linguist, a
musician, a man thoroughly
trained in scholastic philosophy.
In his writing he can and does
scatter references from the Phoenicians to the gods of the Norsemen.
Just to show you what our reviewer would be up against, here's
a sample of the more easily understood prose: "Surrection. Eireweeker to the wohld bludyn world.
0 rally, 0 rally, 0 rally. Phlenxity,
0 rally! To what likelike thyne
of the bird can be. Seek you somany matters. Haze sea seat to
Osseania. Here!"
Don't all write at once!

Pity the Poor School Teacher
NOT the city cousin but the
poor rural school teacher. A
recent survey by the National Education Association on teachers in
rural commumt1es establishes
what has long been known to
those familiar with the problems
of the rural teacher that low salaries, inadequate housing facilities and limited cultural advantages are altogether too common.
The compo ite mean salary for a

country school teacher is $827
but it is by no means unusual to
find rural teachers receiving $450
to $540 a year. A third of the rural
teachers have no automobiles of
their own. Very few have the advantages of central heating or a
heated bedroom. Many rural
teachers are forced to pay exorbitant room and board rates because
their jobs are dependent on their
willingness to pay exaggerated
living expenses. Salary scales vary
in different parts of the United
States. The South has long been
a notorious example of the underpaying employer. Even such an
enlightened state as North Dakota,
far ahead in many other social
and economic enterprises, has an
abominably low salary scale for
its rural school teachers. The report on rural teachers points out
that half the school population of
the United States and more than
half of the teachers are located in
the rural areas. Considering the
fact that there is always a shift
from rural to urban areas or vice
versa it is highly important that
the quality of teaching be at the
same level in rural and urban
areas. We fail to see how a uniform level can be maintained
when there is such a marked disparity in teachers' salaries. Possibly there is need for Federal aid
to education in the country. We
also believe that it was high time
the local boards of education lifted
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their teachers out of poverty row
by demanding a greater share of
the local tax dollar.

He's Got Something on the Ball

A FRIE

D down in Shelbyville,
Ky., believes that apparently
Hitler has omething on the ball.
He proceeds to explain that when
you read the news items and
editorial on the economic condition of Germany, without a gold
reserve, with many nation opposing her method and pr dieting an early collap e of Hitler'
nation, yet carrying on there
seems to be little merit in the
hope of Bri ti h and
merican
editor that the blow-up i to be
expected e ery moment. Hitler
with practically no gold, with a
boycott de lared by the more pr perou nation , has kept all hi
people employed. He ha created
the greate t air fleet in e i tence,
airports, factori and built 1,5
mile of highway afe for 100
mile per hour p d-n

c.it i

I
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more than $2,000,000,000 annually.
So our friend F. S. P. in Shelbyville declaresHitler has something on the ball.
I do not indorse his treatment of the
Jews. o one with humane feelings
will do that. Yet I am told hi resentment i not without cau e. he
Jews are credited with having gotten
80 per cent of the prop rty v lue of
Berlin in their hand , wherea th y
constitute only a mall part of the
total population.

6
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on absorbing more of the world's
population.

Blue-grass F. S. P. has something on the ball, too. But does he
believe that hatred and persecution would be approved by Americans as the solution of the Jewish
problem?

"How Do You Do, Mr. Malone"

W

HEN William H. Malone,
who was convicted of withholding $59,574 in income taxes,
came home to Park Ridge a few
months ago, he got a hero's welcome. More than three hundred
residents of the suburb were on
hand to greet him. They brought
flowers and cakes to Malone's
large, colonial style house. When
he rode up in a large sedan with
his wife there was a burst of handclapping and the Park Ridge private girls' school glee club burst
into song: "How do you do, Mr.
Malone, how do you do-"
No mention was made in the
speech of welcome of the fact
that Malone was found guilty of
concealing 330,000 in income in
1929 and 1930. te timonial read
at his home-coming aid in part:
"Your offen e, if an , was in resi ting what you believed to be
an unju t tax." The government's
te timony at the trial was differ-

ent-that Malone's concealed income came from three corporation
lawyers who split fees with him
during political campaigns. Furthermore, when he had been
found guilty of withholding these
$50,000 plus from the state, Federal Judge William Holly, in pronouncing sentence, had said:
"This case is very simple. It hinges
on the testimony of three witnesses who turned over money to
Malone while he was chairman
of the tax commission. This money
had all the earmarks and appearance of bribes."
·
What are we to think of the
morality of people who will condone such crimes and actually
make a hero of one who has set
himself above the law as flagrantly
as any anarchist? Is democracy
failing in the most elementary test,
the test of re pect for order and
authority?

A Plague on aH Your Houses
BOYS, I'm going fi hing. At a
moment when the whole
world is tottering on the brink of
the greate t cata trophe of all
time, I'm going fi hing. It may be
that while I'm angling for the
elu ive il er-back our whole we tern civilization will go up in
moke. Ma be when I get back
there won' t be an thing to get

1
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back to. But I'm going fishing.
And here's why.
I've got a permanent wave in
my forehead. My shoulders are
sagging. My gait is unsteady. And
yesterday I jumped when my wife
suddenly appeared around the
kitchen door. I'm all shot; nerves,
digestion, sight, hearing-and I've
got a dark brown taste in my
mouth. Europe-you've heard of
Europe?-may be a seething cauldron, but I'm tired of carrying any
kind of a cauldron around.
Europe is in process of losing an
ardent fan for the simple reason
that I don't know who is playing
whom anymore. And besides they
don't touch all the bases and I like
a game according to rules.
This piscatorial ambition of
mine isn't very old yet but it's
very robust. It came into being
when the radio announced that
the unexpected recall of the Russian foreign commissar was known
to a Japanese attache several
weeks in advance. It started teething when the same radio said that
Italy was only waiting for a "comeon" signal from France to hake
loo e a certain brown- hirted e cort. It was toddling around when
Japan decided not to fight the
democracie . It got long pan
when Lindbergh
aid there
wouldn't be any war in Europe.
nd it looked like the illage
black mith when a hi ago new paper' headline creamed, "Brit-
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ain-Axis Deal Looms."
No, boys, I'm going fishing. Let
me know when they post a new
lineup. Anybody coming along?

Subsidized Farmers
THE worm has turned. Within
the memory of living man every time a farmer suggested on the
floor of Congress that he should
receive some of the pork being
distributed to railroads and manufacturers he was hooted down. Today the story is different. As poorly
organized as the farmer is he still
has the most powerful lobby in
Washington. The farmer's lobbyists are the Senators and Representatives from the farm states.
When the farmer asks for something he usually gets it; for the
farmer has learned the power of
the ballot.
Beginning July I the merican
farmer will receive variou type
of bonuse and benefit exceeding
900,000,000. Will he roll in
wealth? Hardly. Imo t every surey hows that the farmers are
coll ctively poor. It i by no mean
the e ception to h ar of farmer
recei ing a h income of 200 to
300 a year. he numb r f farmr unable to pay their taxe or t
meet intere t paymen on mortgage i increa ing e ery year.
unty new pap r in all parts f
the ni ted tate arry large Ii

~I
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of lands to be sold for tax deeds.
In other words, American agriculture is in a parlous state. The
farmer is being subsidized to an
amount undreamt of ten years
ago. Receiving three checks a year
from the government, the farmer
is in danger of losing his independence.
Perhaps the farmers were always dependent upon some
vaguely remote power-either government or private. But that dependence was always cloaked with
a mythology of economic independence that drove the farmer
on . to greater efforts in raising
crops or cattle. We hope the farmer and his leaders are aware of the
dangers of receiving too bountiful
a subsidy from the government.
Some day a hardboiled technocrat
in the White House might nail up
the pork barrel. On the other
hand, the farmer has the consolation of holding the balance of
power in most midwest elections.
As long as we have democratic
elections the farmer will continue
to receive his subsidy.
But the issue still remains:
American agriculture can raise
everything that America eats. The
problem of distribution has not
been solved. Until the solution
has been ad anced and put to
work the American taxpayer must
subsidize the farmer and at the
same time pay the farmer for raising his onion and orange .

Commercial Bromides

A FRIEND of mine was in dis-

tress. The wholesaler from
whom he was getting his line of
goods was pressing him for payment and was threatening to cut
off further orders unless current
bills were paid. He showed me the
letter he had received from the
company, and I had permission
to keep it and add it to my collection of English as she is mishandled in business. Here it is:
Replying to your letter of May
12} we wish to inform you that.;.
(There is no wish about it; he
is at work right now. But these
thirteen words really don't mean
anything.)
according to our records ...
(How interesting. One might
suppose that the writer consulted
the Messages of the Presidents.)
your account is overdue. I have
before me your letter ...
(So he got it, and it is right
there on his desk!)
in which you promised to pay
your bill of May 15. We beg to
advise you ...
Really, he neither begs nor
advises: he is unlimbering his
double-barreled shot-gun right
now. Watch him.)
that we expect the payment by
return mail.
(Delicate humor. He doesn't
a y when the mail will return.)
If we do not ...
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(Grammar as she 1s wrote by
big business.)
we wish to state ...
(More wishful thinking.)
that I shall take legal action at
once.
(Be careful, Horace; remember
your high blood pressure!)
Permit me to say ...
(After all this he still asks for
permission.)
that we expect your remittance
immediately. Thank ing you in advance ...
(We thought this phrase went
out with the pigeon holes.)
I am
(The third shift from we to I.)
Yours sincerely.

9

Catholic, but was born and reared
a Quaker. She spent many years in
China. During the World War she
was a neutral. She went to Germany in the summer of 1934, determined to seek only the best and
to avoid the unpleasant. This she
found impossible. At this point we
may be excused for swallowing
hastily two yeast cakes to fortify
ourselves with Vitamins A, B, and
G against the charge that we are
retailing Jewish
propaganda.
Reaching for the Stars is neither
Jewish nor is it propaganda. Furthermore, it is simply filling in the
picture of what has come to us
every day through the Associated
Press Bureau at Berlin. (Parenthetically, the Bureau office is superintended by Louis Lochner,
who received the 1939 Pulitzer
Prize for reporting, whom we
In a Cigar Box
know per onally as a man of unstory is told by ora Waln blemi hed integrity and whose
in her book, Reaching for the word is worth that of a hundred
Stars. She tells of her presence at tourists being navigated through
a party given at a German home the beauty spot of Germany.)
hove all, the feeling of re traint
some time after 1934. Mr. Waln
fainted after a German had relat- and intimidation under which
ed the common place occurrence of some of the fine t itizens of Gera wife's suicide when she received many Ii e at the pre ent time, ii
her hu band' ashes in a cigar box de cribed, though it really "mu t
marked with a swastika and the be endured to be appreciated."
word "traitor" before her hu - Mr .
aln tell of a Chri tma
band's name.
party in whi h the butl r of 23
Thi occur in the cou e of year ' er i e refu ed to carry out
Mrs. Waln' de cription of inti- th order of the ma ter of the
mate daily life in pre ent-day Ger- hou e be au ea w man with Jewmany. he i neither Je, nor
one f the gu t .

THE
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"You had best not annoy me," the
butler said. "I know too much about
you-international pacifist. I have a
book with every illegal telephone call
and visitor you have received listed
in it-with hour and date."

There is a lesson in Mrs. Wain's
observation that before the birth
of Naziism the older, intellectual,
cultured persons to whom the
masses might have looked for
leadership neglected their civic
duties until it was too late, in
keeping with the old German
proverb, "Politics spoils the character."

A Lost Chord Sounds Again
THERE has been a good deal
of dispute regarding the attitude of Prof. Henry C. Link towards Christianity as evinced in
his books, The Return to Religion
and The Rediscovery of Man. Of
Dr. Link's sympathies with the
Christian ideals of education there
can be no manner of question. In
fact, he sees no salvation for mankind unless it adopts that philosophy of which the very heart i
personality, and he says-"that is
the philo ophy represented by
Chri tianity." This philosophy
look upon men, not as cogs in a
machine, but as creatures with
oul . "They are not helpless
ictim of an adverse environment
but rather beings born in sin-

that is, subject to human weakness
-bound to suffer for their sins, but
possessing the power to be born
again to a new life of unlimited
growth and freedom."
New light is thrown on the attitude of this leader in modern
thought towards Christianity in a
message addressed by him to the
National Conference of ChurchRelated Colleges held in Louisville, Kentucky, January 11. In
this message he warns against the
danger of colleges under religious
management becoming only replicas of the state and secular colleges. He asks:
If they teach the philosophies of
Pragmatism, of Materialism, of Scientific Mechanism, as reasonable alternatives to the philosophy of Idealism,
what excuse have they? If the Bible
is taught as a course in anthropology,
and its commandments as the folk
lore of an ancient race, what gain is
there? If the doctrines of Christianity are dealt with only on the level
of intellectual exerci es, like original
problems in Geometry, what hope is
there?

Evidently Dr. Link belie es that
there is more in the Bible and in
Chri tianity than a record of religiou experience . Hi more explicit warning again t the iew
di seminated in the college of our
land a he tate them in hi late t
book are , orth recording here:
Instead of the con iction of sin
and per onal re pon ·ibility, we now
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have the reputable, if pseudo-scientific
definition of the unconscious mind,
which permits a person to commit
sins without being considered responsible.
In place of the religious belief that
man is born in sin, but can be born
to a better life and better habits, we
now have the doctrine that he must
get rid of his inhibitions.
The religious belief that man must
suffer for his short-comings either in
a hell hereafter or a hell on earth has
been condemned as being a negative
gospel of fear. Now people are described as suffering from phobias and
all manner of pseudo-scientific compulsions which have no place in the
Church catechism, but which are filling the mental hospitals at an appalling rate.

The Organized Attack on
Marriage
AT THE Univer ity of Illinois,
Dr. Joseph C. Rheingold,
associate in psychiatry in the college of medicine, recently assailed
the Christian concept of marriage
in the following terms:
The world as a whole is moving
away from the notion that marriage,
like any other human relationship, is
sacred. This is a healthy attitude, inasmuch as the idea of the inherent
sacredne s of marriage has contributed
more to human unhappiness and
misery than have all the wars and
plagues throughout history.

11

Talk about the fanaticism of
the orthodox! What has it to compare with the perverse judgment
of this psychiatrist?
In Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts, Dr. H. M. Parshley, zoologist, discusses Sexual Abstinence as a Biological Question.
In the course of this discussion (he
believes that complete repression
of the sex urge is impossible and
that any prolonged effort to repress it results in physiological injury and psychological disturbance), he refers to the Christian
idea of marriage as part of a
"senseless and oppressive structure
called Morality, which was triumphantly completed as the
crowning glory of the Victorian
Age," a "thin hypocrisy," which
he blames for the origin of such
institutions as "prostitution, the
double standard, the clinging vine,
and censorship of art by civic officials," and which "no longer represents the ethic of the majority
of intelligent people."
For one thing, it is quite clear
that this decay of moral sentiment
is not due to the progr
of
cience. In hi Personal History,
incent heean (1936) trace this
decay of morals (he says, "Decay
it wa , and nobody with any en e
of hi tory could deny it") to the
po t-war p ycho i :
Promiscuity between the sexes,
homosexuality, miscegenation and
e ery variety of sexual diversion

12
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known to the most learned of German
professors could have been studied
with ease in the Paris cafe, night club,
theater or semi-fashionable house.
These manifestations of a released
libido were accompanied by unlimited indulgence in strong drink,
and, often enough, in drugs. My
testimony, for what it is worth, would
be that my generation had practically
no moral sense as that term had
hitherto been understood. We have to
go a long way into the past to find
anything to equal their (perhaps I
should say our) behavior.

Might not a case be made for
the proposition that the immoralities of the sociology classroom are
not a cause but an effect?-are one
of the results of a general breakdown of morals which affected society before it affected teaching?

A Blueprint for Betrayal of
Democracy

WE CAN use no other term

for the plans which repose
in the government's drawer for
certain authorities to be given to
the President in case of war. No
one would consider it unreasonable that in case of war the government may direct industry and
if neces ary seize it outright and
operate it. But the so-called Indu trial Mobilization Plan, appro ed by the go ernment in 1936,

goes far beyond this. We summarize an editorial which appeared in
the Saturday Evening Post and
which attracted hardly any notice.
But it is worth your while.
The Plan first of all establishes
a super-government, entirely controlled by the President. Among
the commissions operating through
him there is, for instance, a "Public Relations Administration,"
which is to "co-ordinate and direct'' publicity and to see that the
views of the government are properly presented to the people. A
propaganda bureau proper.
Next the Plan delegates to the
President unlimited powers. He
will have power to regulate by decree the use, sale, and purchase of
all things whatsoever. He can commandeer anything, take possession
of any and all property and dispose of it as he pleases, and place
under the control of the War Department not only any industrial
plant but any e tablishment of any
kind whatever.
The Post pronounces these powers to be "more than dictatorial."
"They are the powers of a dictator, ab olute and complete, save
only the arbitrary power of life
and death o er individuals .... To
meet dictator hip in battle-if it
were that-we should have embraced dictator hip ourselve . nd
then we hould be fighting-for
what?"

I
noisy things hide the far and
quiet. ... There is something immeasurably purifying in being
washed in starlight.... A glimp e
of the country beyond time and
the city beyond earth. . ..
What strange matters men have
thought on nights like this. . . .
Adam saw beyond the gates of
Paradise Lost the lights of his lost
home .... Job saw them from his
ashes, St. Paul through a barred
window, St. John to the music of
the Aegean Sea, and Luther from
the towers of the Wartburg. . . .
Under these stars Matthew Arnold
wrote his elegy for a world whose
death he saw as it was being
born....

The
PILGRIM

By 0 . P.

KRETZMANN

"All the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side"

"The sea is calm to-night.
The tide is full, the moon lies fair
Upon the straits; ...
The sea of faith
Was once, too, at the full, an<l round
earth's shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle
furled.
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing
roar,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the va t
edges drear
d naked shingle of the world.
Ah, love, let u be true
o one another! f r the world, which
eems
o lie before u like a land of dream ,
ariou , o beautiful,
new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor
light,
or certitude, nor peace, nor help for
pain;
And we are here as on a darkling
plain

PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

Nightshade and Starlight

U

DER the stars for the fir t
time since the dead leaves of
autumn ... . A clear summer night.
. . . There they are again-or
still-the guardian of the universe, the watchers of the sky
wheeling in their appointed
cour es. . .. In a tree beyond the
hill is a whippoorwill and far
away in the We t the glow of the
city kills the light of the tars ... .
Here i our story and our problem.... Too often the near and
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Swept with confused alarms of struggle
and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by
night."

Shelley came nearer the meaning
of the stars than Arnold.... Perhaps you remember the famous
stanza from his last farewell to
Keats:
"The One remains, the many change
and pass;
Heaven's light forever shines, Earth's
shadows fly;
Life, like a dome of many-coloured
glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity,
Until Death tramples it to fragments.
-Die,
If thou wouldst be with that which
thou dost seek!
Follow where all is fledl-Rome's azure
sky,
Flowers, ruins, statues, music, words,
are weak
The glory they transfuse with fitting
truth to speak."

But the final truth lies in a stanza
more simple and more profound:
"Hold Thou Thy cross before my
closing eyes,
Shine through the gloom, and point
me to the skies:
Heaven's morning breaks, and earth's
vain shadows flee;
In life, in death, 0 Lord, abide with
me!"

Here then is man's final dilemma .... To hold in the same heart
and mind the mysterious universe,
the light years, the di tant star ,
the dark e panses of the worlds
beyond world -and beyond them
to ee that the truth of starlit

nights lies in "Silent Night, Holy
Night." ... To know both worlds
and be at home in one is the secret
of life .... Then the stars can light
fires in shadowed eyes which burn
the brighter for the shadows ....

From

and To

THE

effect of religion on life
and living depends very largely
on the maintenance of the divine
balance between the prepositions
"from" and "to." ... As we wander about the world we see too
many people whose religion is a
running away from something
rather than to something.... To
become religious because of some
disappointment, or boredom, or
surfeit of pleasure, or overdose of
sorrow may be a beginning, but it
is a long way from the end . . . .
Ways that merely turn aside often
end nowhere. . . . Is it perhaps
true that too much of twentieth
century Christianity is merely a
series of negati e ? ... Obviously,
religion begins there .... A turning away from sin, redemption
from sin, death, and the devil. .. .
That, however, is not the end ... .
In the story of the Prodigal Son
the "from" i in the word "When
he came to him elf," the "to," in
the word "I will ari e and go to
my father." ... The final purpo e
of Chri tiani t i to bring men
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home again .... Luther knew that
when he wrote "My Lord Who has
redeemed me from all sin, from
death and from the power of the
devil-that I may be His own and
Ii ve .~nder Him in His Kingdom . . . .
The balance between "from"
and "to" determines our attitude
over against the world .... It may
be a vale of tears, a valley of dry
bones, a place of mourning, a
little dream, but you cannot put
it in its proper place by merely
condemning it or running away
from it.... That world, with all
its wrongs, must be pointed "to"
something.... The Christian life
is a royal progress from evil to
good, from lies to truth, from
despair to hope, from doubt to
faith, from weakness to power....
Perhaps, too, that is one reason
why we are so impatient with
those who profess Christianity but
look with contempt upon the
Church of God.... Throughout
the centuries the Church has been
the leader in this march. . . . She
has carried the banner.... She has
lifted men from earth to heaven.
. . . The Church of 1939 needs
more men and women who think
less of themsel e and more of
Him Who thought e erything of
u .... Men and women who will
search their oul for defect and
search His soul for power. . . .
They, and they alone, can approach the bu ine of living prop-
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erly. . . They live no less energetically because they live somewhat absently, as a man might
work at night looking for the sun.
... And it will come .... It will
come.

Staff's End
HOUSE cleaning again ....
Prelude in B Minor by
Johann Sebastian Bach.... Under
the melody Bach has caught the
sound of marching feet. . . . On
the organ that tramp, tramp, mu t
be produced by the left hand and
the feet .... Has he perhap found
a musical parallel for life in the
world and in the Church? ... Our
right hands play the melodies of
all the tasks to be done, hard and
incessant.... But our feet march
forever and ever toward the city
of God .... Bach seems to say that
there should be les running in
circle and more straight walking
toward the goal. . . .
Reinhold iebuhr' hone ty in
a recent i ue of The Christian
Century . . . . Twenty years ago
Prof.
iebuhr wa a thoroughgoing Moderni t. ... In a remarkable article entitled "Ten Year
That hook My World" he take
much of it ba k. . . . lthough
he i till far from b ing an orthodox believer, hi way has been up
and he i facing in the right direction .... Perhap mo t triking i
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the fact that he speaks of the
heresy known as Modernism in
the past tense .... Except in corners where light does not penetrate, this heresy is now dead ....
A few sentences from Prof. Niebuhr's Confiteor: ... After pointing out that the Editor of The
Christian Century has asked for a
statement of his personal convictions, he writes, "I can do this
most simply by confessing that
about midway in my ministry
which extends roughly from the
peace of Versailles to the peace of
Munich, measured in terms of
Western history, I underwent a
fairly complete conversion of
thought which involved rejection
of almost all the liberal theological ideals and ideas with which
I ventured forth in 1915. I wrote
a book, my first, in 1927 which
when now consulted is proved to
contain almost all the theological
windmills against which today I
tilt my sword. These windmills
must have tumbled shortly thereafter for every succeeding volume
expresses a more and more · explicit revolt against what is usually known as liberal culture."
. nother sentence, "The faith of
clas ical economic theory, that
economic activity left to itself,
without political interference,
would gradually achie e a perfect
harmony and ju tice, wa merely
one, though a ery fateful, error
deri ed from the general liberal

assumption that man is essentially
a very harmless animal, if only
he can be held within the harmonies of nature and of reason
from which the fanaticism of religion had beguiled him." . . .
And the closing words, "Whatever measure of Christian faith I
hold today is due to the gradual
exclusion of alternative beliefs
through world history. As did
Peter, I would preface my confession, 'Thou hast words of eternal life,' with the question, 'Lord,
to whom shall we go?' Even while
imagining myself to be preach1ng
the gospel, I had really experimented with many modern alternatives to Christian faith, until
one by one they proved unavailing."
Perhaps we are wrong, but we
feel that no one writing in America can set a mood to words more
eloquently than E. B. White, the
famed paragrapher of the New
Yorker . ... His style in the department "One Man's Meat" in Harper's Magazine is wellnigh perfect.
... "Woke to find the wind blowing from the sea, and the sky
overca t. Three starlings sat
gloomily in the Balm o' Gilead
tree, awaiting better time , and
in the plo" ed field some crow
held a pecial meeting and took
a ote. In an hour it wa snowing." ...
Material for a case study in p ychology garnered from the special
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number of the "Schwarze Korps"
dedicated to the fiftieth birthday
of Fuehrer Hitler.... The editor
solicited answers to the question
"What does the Fuehrer mean to
you?" . . . Here are a few. . . .
From a Viennese: "My Fuehrer
gave me not only a political
'Weltanschauung' but also a religion. He gave me a faith, which
even as a child I had never possessed. This faith is a faith in
ourselves, in our strength and our
greatness, in the mysterious power
of Blood, our Soil and the German nation .... "
From a Party member in Berlin: "Formerly we were brought
up to be religious, trained in a
faith divorced from reality, which
seemed impersonal, abstract and
un-German. This outlook did not
improve man, hardly strengthened
him, but rather deprived him of
courage and initiative. . . . Faith
in the Fuehrer and his work have
given me strength to force my life
to higher things. In this godles ,
mammon-worshipping world, torn
with hate and murder, this world
of in anity and chaos, a timple of
light has ari en, throwing its rays
afar and pointing to a future far
more beautiful than our pa t."
From a Party member in Berlin: "I left the Church with the
firm con iction that the Chri tian
religion wa a man-made faith
profe ing to be the , ill of God,
but ha ing nothing in common

I
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with that power which we call
God. I believe the fellowship of
blood and race is a fellowship
much more desired by God than
all the religious fellowships built
up by man. I frequently ponder,
could I face my Leader and Father, Adolf Hitler, if he knew my
thoughts and my work. My religious observance is a daily hour
of quiet thought. . . . And then
an inner glow come upon me, an
indescribable feeling of satisfaction, if after mature consideration,
I come to the conclu ion that my
father, Adolf Hitler, would bless
this or that action of mine."
From a reader in Frankfurt:
"What misuse is made by men of
the word 'Fuehrer.' Thi word
should only be applied to Adolf
Hitler himself and we should impregnate our people from youth
up with rev rence for thi word
a the Chri tian Chur h revere
the name of God."
From a mother in U nterammergau: "My children know the
Fu hrer as a man, who rd r all
thing, rule all thing, wh built
the world. Th Fu hrer i f r my
childr n that i ibl B ing, whi h
we as childr n were taught to
re ognize a God."
And a m men ary Ii[ ting of the
lance toward a fri nd who Ii tened
to our trouble and wrot : " m
da an angel will und a trumpet
and all thi , ill e m u h a hort
epi ode.'' ...
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Modern society attacks the problem of
crime-and an expert describes the process-

PROBATION PRISONS=
PAROLE
By

WILLIAM

L.

STUCKERT

RIME is a matter of absorbing interest. It occasions loss of life, injuries to
the person, and monetary losses
that stagger the imagination. It
furnishes news for the press; it is
dramatized on the radio; it is spectacularly presented in the movies.
Billions are spent annually to combat it, to protect society, and to
rehabilitate offenders. It demands
and receives constant study with
the view of ascertaining fundamental causes; and in the quest
for "cure" it is found to be, up to
now, the great "social cancer."
Human nature, even in the
broader aspects of life, remains the
riddle of the universe. The criminal, like the poor, we will have
with us, always, and he presents
both a personal and a social problem.
Every con iction in a court having
riminal juri diction propounds a que tion to the judge:
"What shall be done with the
guilty offender?" The de i ion i
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important to society; it is important to the individual. Only about
2 per cent of those convicted .are
executed or die a natural death
while serving terms in a penal or
correctional institution. The other
98 per cent, sooner or later, are
released from confinement and
once more become one of us. In
the latter number there are as
many patterns as there are types
of people. The facetious remark:
"Lock him up and throw the key
away" offers no solution to the
problem. It is also certain that we
cannot rely upon the old pre cription in "The Mikado"-"make the
punishment fit the crime." This
easy formula ignores the individual a a part of the total situation,
al though he i the doer of the
"crime" and the sufferer of the
puni hment. The problem is
greater than it ab traction .
In shifting the empha i from
the crime and the puni hment to
the indi idual and the treatment
-"make the treatment fit the of-
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fender" -we not only have a formula which, basically, promotes
the individualization of justice
but one that also announces the
principle of selectivity in the
treatment of the law violator. He
has committed the offense. He it
is, who, as a personal unit of society, has become by his anti-social
act, a ward of the state, and merits,
in the interest of society, a method
of treatment which will offer the
greatest opportunity to change an
individual social liability into a
personal community asset.

Probation
Of the three usual methods employed in dealing with offendersprobation, prisons and paroleprobation relates to and is under
the direct supervision of the
courts, whose action calls into being, if necessary, the use of the
more remote methods-prisons
and parole. Hence, it is correct to
say that probation is the gateway
to the state's correctional system,
for the ational Cammi sion on
Law Observance and Enforcement
(Wickersham Commis ion) after a
country-wide survey of penal in titutions, probation and parole recommended that: " o man should
be ent to a penal institution until it i definitely determined that
he is not a fit ubject for probation .... It i clear that probation,
when it i applicable, i mu h le
e pen i e and, from the o ial
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point of view, much more satisfactory than imprisonment."
Upon conviction of the offender, it is rarely possible for the
judge to obtain sufficient information at the time of the trial concerning the offender, his background, and experience in life. In
progressive courts, state and federal (and where appropriations
permit the use of supplemental
service) the judge usually postpones final action on the trial day,
and refers the offender and his
case to the probation department
for investigation. This investigation-a fact finding and fact reporting process-entails inquiry as
to the offender's personal, industrial, social and legal history, and
examinations by the psychiatrist,
p ychologist, and phy ician, where
this service is available. The presentence investigation (as it i
called) i not only concerned with
the circumstance of aggravation
and mitigation urrounding the
commis ion of the offen e. The e
are ordinarily pre ented to the
court when the a e i tried, and
when under the rule of law and
evidence the primary que tion i :
"Did the offender commit the offen e charged?" he pr - entence
in e tigati n attempt t pr ent
to the judge the probable au e
of delinquency and to ugg t an
an wer to the qu ti n: " hy did
the offender ommit the offen e?"
-all with the iew flaying before
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the court salient facts which will
assist in determining what kind
of treatment shall be accorded
the particular offender.
It is evident that probation investigation service applies the
principle of individualization of
criminal justice, and of selectivity
among offenders. Before the judge
decides to grant probation, i.e.,
the release of the offender, without confinement in prison, upon
conditions imposed by the Court,
under the supervision of a probation officer, two opinions must prevail to the point of reasonable
certainty. The first, that the particular offender is a safe risk at
liberty in society, and the second,
that he is amenable to guidance
and leadership in attempting to
restore him to normal citizenship.
Society need not entertain serious
fears that improper candidates for
probation may be freed by the
courts. All offenders are not probation material. Without judges
or probation officials pinning label on the various types of offenders, they have classified themelves, so far a the grant of probation is involved. Four classes are
usually con idered un uited for
probation
treatment - habitual
criminal , chronic alcoholics, drug
addicts and the feeble minded.
The fir t are u ually entenced to
confinement for long term in inti tution of the ma ·imum ecurity t pe, u ha penitentiarie and

prisons in the various states and
Alcatraz on the Pacific coast. The
remaining three classes require
institutional treatment, but not
necessarily of a penal character,
and all too often the majority of
states have failed, up to now, to
provide for these offenders.
The grant of probation introduces the offender to a process of
treatment, educational and disciplinary, under the supervision of
the probation officer. Supervisional service is the crux of probation,
and essentially involves the personal and social readjustment of
dwarfed, twisted and underprivileged lives. Probation, as a part of
the state's correctional system, is
no longer an untried experiment,
it is approved by the laws of the
various states and the federal government. It is reserved for a selected group of offenders-those
to whom probation will be "a
pri on without walls."
In properly selected cases, probation offers the offender distinct
personal ad antages, intended,
also, to redound to the welfare of
society. On probation, the opportunity to continue a a wage
earner i afforded. The home remain intact, and the burden of
upporting the family, a well a
the offender him elf, i not laid
upon other . By budgeting the
wage of the offender, pa ment
for u pport (~ here the famil i
eparated), fine and ourt co t ,
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and restitution to the citizen who
has sustained loss, are possible.
The probationer can be guided in
the selection of proper associates,
instead of being obliged, through
incarceration, to mingle with others without choice. Growth in personality is promoted under favorable social influences in the community, as a substitute for the
regimented life within the narrow
confines of an institution. The
risk that the offender will lose his
self-respect is minimized, since the
processes of probation are devoted
to the upbuilding of personality in
normal social surroundings.

Prisons
If, however, the judge decides
not to grant probation, and sentence to a penal or correctional
institution is imposed, a copy of
the probation department's presentence investigation is forwarded to the warden or superintendent of the institution. The
doors of the prison which clo e
upon the offender will open one
day to give him the tatus of a
free man. Obviou ly, he cannot
remain "the forgotten man,"
either to ociety or him elf. It i
pertinent and important, therefore, to ask: "How will he return
to ociety, emotionally, indu trially, and ociall ?" " ill he be the
better or the or e for hi e perience?" "If he i a young offender,
have we sent him to a chool of
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crime?" Prison officials are alert
to the importance of these questions, and the day the offender
leaves society to become a prison
inmate marks the beginning of
constructive planning to prepare
him for the day of his release. The
underlying principle of penal administration is: "The prisoner
should not only serve his sentence
-the sentence should also serve
him."
To
promote
rehabilitation
among prisoners-the prison's application of individual treatment
-states advanced in penology, and
the federal government, have provided for clas ification system .
These, in brief, involve the gathering of information concerning
the pri oner's abilitie , disabilities,
requirements, peculiaritie, and
general characteri tics.
upplemented by the perience of pri on official with the pri oner, the e
facts are u ed by the la ification
Committee of the in titution, u ually comp ed of the superintendent or ward n, phy i ian, p y hologi t, p y hiatri t, haplain, o ial
worker, tea her, foreman, guard
and other ffi r . t r gular interval they adapt the pr gram to
the need of the pri on r. t all
time , hi pro
in r habilitation i the chi £
far
as thi i po ibl in a ituation
and und r cir um tan
whi h
ne e arily imp e ma treatm nt.
itting the pri ne to a j b he i
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best able to perform and which
will serve him when liberty is his
again, providing educational facilities and vocational training
which offer opportunity for improvement while incarcerated, and
promoting adjustment of personality and social difficulties, are a
few of the intricate problems presented to prison administrators.

Methods
The great task is the utilization
of techniques to change and improve the prisoner's attitude and
conduct, and to discover methods
by which these changes can be
recognized and gauged. The supplemental aid offered by the psychiatrist and psychologist in the
treatment of individual maladjustment, and social case work among
prisoners, bids fair to insure progress in dealing with those offenders who have the will and ability
to reform. Without this internal
will-to-do on the part of the prisoner, the help of others can do
little to produce satisfactory results. There is nothing exceptional in these principles of rehabilitation. They apply to all
phases of life where the problem
of modification of human behavior is an issue.
Upon the offender's entry into
the prison, the ultimate question
i : "Will he leave after ser ing his
sentence in full, le time allowance for good beha ior and indu -

trial activity, without any further
control by the state, or will he be
released before the end of his
sentence and serve the remainder
while on parole?" Though during
the past decade substantial progress has been made in prison administration through social case
work study and resultant classification and treatment, the temper of
society has not reached the point
of understanding and accepting
the prisoner for what he actually
is-a fellow human being whose
previous record in life has been
marred by conviction for violating
the criminal code. Usually only
people of his own type will accept
him. Experience has shown this is
a decided factor in contributing
to further delinquency.
Training of the prisoner and
subjecting him to prison discipline go hand in hand. Inculcating self-control will accomplish the
purpose sought by both. To enable the offender, convicted and
confined in an institution, to
profit by incarceration, a wellbalanced program is indispensably
neces ary. The prison administrator, in eeking to improve the pri oner's character, attitude and habits, is not concerned with a pri oner solely becau e he happens
to be an inmate. The pri on executive and hi CO-\ orker are al o
thinking, planning and acting in
term of ad ju ting the pri oner to
meet the demand of ociety upon
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his return to the outside world.
Hence, when he has served his sentence in prison, it is usually insufficient to provide him merely
with a new suit and a few dollars,
open the prison doors, and wish
him good 1uck.

Parole
The shock of the sudden change
from the narrow, regimented environment of an institution to the
wide world of society presents a
problem in adjustment-personal,
industrial and social-too great
for the average prisoner to cope
with unaided, outside of prison
walls. The gap needs to be
bridged. That bridge is supplied
by parole, i.e., by serving at liberty
in society, the remaining portion
of his maximum sentence under
the guidance and supervision of a
parole officer.
In recent years, no branch of
the state's correctional system has
been more severely criticized than
parole. Failures in sensational
cases have been intensively publicized to the point of creating in
the public mind the impression
that parole is not only valueles ,
but definitely harmful to the ocial order. This di torted picture
has been aggravated by propaganda which a or of a "racket,"
itself. For obvious reasons, tho e
offenders who have paid their
debt to ociety through compliance with the demands and re-
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quirements of the law and who
have once more become useful
citizens, cannot be publicized. Opponents of the parole system who
know that such offenders exist
never concede the fact, nor do they
dramatize the "success" of the system. The press carries no favorable comment, and the public
knows only "What is reads in the
papers."
That there has been maladministration of parole, through
carelessness, inefficiency, and the
exercise of unwholesome influences, none will deny. On the
other hand, the whole system of
parole and its philosophy cannot
be indicted. Where critics and opponents of parole can prove
abuses of parole with reasonable
certainty in the many juri dictions
throughout the country where parole is a part of the state's correctional system, it i the duty of the
people of that state to present the
evidence to the governor of the
particular state and thu localize
the re pon ibility for c rrecting
the evil charged.
All three P' -probation, pri on , and parole-u e the individuali tic approach in dealing with
offender committed t their care.
By planning with and f r the indi idual unit of
i ty, the e orr ctional y tern in their mini tration definitely contribute to
ociety's well-b ing. ime-te ted
they are, it has ne er been seri-
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ously suggested that any of them
be abolished. All require . more
than niggardly appropriations to
provide adequate personnel, in
efficiency and numbers, plus facilities which will permit the best of
service in order to produce the
results the public expects.
Even with an ideal arrangement, failures are bound to occur.
It must not be overlooked, as a
constant factor in dealing with offenders, that those guilty of serious anti-social conduct are in some
manner and measure defective.
The less defective are more susceptible to the influence of the education, training and discipline
which probation, prisons and parole afford.
If after an investigation has
been made, the judge grants probation and the offender violates
the conditions of probation, sentence to an institution usually results. This, it should be remembered, could have been done in
the first instance. Because of the
care exercised by the courts in using probation, the violation is not
ordinarily detrimental to society.
The prisons and correctional institution ha e many recidivists
(repeater in the commis ion of
crime), and they are confined to
in ure the protection of society.
During incarc ration, the in titution can and do offer opportunitie for rehabilitation in an effort
t al age man a po ible from

the human scrap-heap. This is
equivalent to providing medical
treatment in days of illness. Far too
many in society either cannot or
will not refrain from anti-social
conduct, and by their action invite the only social treatment thus
far devised-confinement to make
society safe.
Parole continues after preparole investigation and in carefully selected cases, the social case
work treatment begun in the institution, where the record for response, to which should be added
the probability of good behavior
and safety to society, suggests supervision at liberty for the balance of the unserved sentence. The
conditions of parole, fittingly stringent as are those of probation,
must be accepted by the inmate
before he is released. Here, again,
if despite the purposeful efforts of
the parole officer, the parolee violates the conditions of parole, remand to pri on without trial invariably occur, the parolee being obliged to er e the remainder
of the full term of the sentence.
When ociety realize in the fulle t en e the fact that each of the
three method of dealing with offender -probation, pri on and
parole-need to be built up, not
broken down, ju t as each of these
three con tructi el , purpo efully
build up indi idual offender , a
new da will da, n in the darkne
of merica' greate t problem.

THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for
anything a man has to utter
that has not previously been
distilled in the alembic of
his life."
HoLLAND, Gold-Foil

~ "I had gallstones." "You
see," said the lady, with the gleam
of the apostleship of Eternal
Truth in her eyes, "you see, I
know positively he can cure people because I had gallstones four
years ago, and after using his
method I was cured, never had
a sign of it again." The cure consisted, if I heard correctly, of eating a quart of hredded raw carrots for breakfast, six hrimp and

Interlude.
ide from the
ab urdity of the kind of "pro £"
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a banana for luncheon, and a Bismarck herring and half a Bermuda onion for dinner. Well, she
was cured. She had had gallstones,
she had no more after four
months of this kind of diet. There
was no need of arguing, really,
with one who had been cured.
What argument, indeed, could
avail against this massive fact?
To tell this lady that her experience was worth exactly zero
as evidence for the efficacy of the
cure I have described, would have
been received with undisguised
scorn. Or possibly with the pitying smile of the Christian Scientist, when he tells you-"You see,
you don't understand." And yet,
the assumption that she had had
gall bladder trouble, and had
been cured of it, was based onwhat? Some doctor had told her!
Is this not maddening logic? he
does not trust the doctor's ability
to cure her-but hi diagno is i
accepted without que tionl
If I were to pre cribe for the
lady's "gall tone" ailment, I
would gi e her the choice of
1)
relic of t. nne
2)
prayer by im e emple
McPherson
3) b ent-tr atment of a Chri tian cience practition r
4) h edded carrots and raw
hrimp diet.
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by which cures by mental healers
and diet faddists are established,
do we not know that there is
nothing more difficult than an exact diagnosis? Yet people will not
only go to some charlatan for the
cure of some ailment diagnosed
by a "regular" doctor, whose art
they despise, but will trust their
own diagnosis. Do they realize
that a pain in the temples may be
caused by a common cold, failing
eye-sight, sinus trouble, stomach
trouble, constipation, and a dozen
other ailments, from tumor on the
brain to too many highballs the
night before? Every ache and disorder is traceable to as many different causes, yet people will swear
by this or that symptom as evidence of galls tone or kidneystones, or floating liver, and when
the symptoms disappear they
speak of a cure.
I also find that devotees of
naturopathy, hydropathy, and the
various diet cults are as sensitive
to any reflection on the genuine
scientific rationality of their system, as teachers of voice, engineering experts, and valve grinders are
of their respective techniques.
Differences of conviction are
never discussed calmly, and half
an hour of debate on the merits of
their craft technique sees them all
in a state of purple indignation.
Ecclesiastical controver ie
are
po iti ely unemotional by compari on. ny doubt of the efficacy

of the Hydroelectric System of Intravasation, is received by its exponents very much as would be a
charge of grand larceny, arson,
malfeasance, in fiagrante delicto,
de profundis, or some other felony
or capital crime. The problem is
an intriguing one: whether they
got that way through following a
certain sys tern of medicine or
whether they adopted the system
because they are that way.
Pause for one minute, for silent
meditation.
~Five

thousand

crutches,

braces, trusses, plaster casts, and
other evidences of release from
bodily affliction are displayed in
the church of St. Anne Beaupre
in Canada. People have worshipped at the shrine, discarded
their props and bandages, and
added them to the great collection
of similar proofs of the healing
power of the relic of St. Anne.
What happened then? In many
cases the worshippers went home
permanently cured. Others would
suffer a relapse when the excitement of the pilgrimage had worn
off. The same may be said about
the cult of the Sacred Heart. The
Magazine of the Sacred Heart records in e ery i ue scores of ca es
of cure. The e are not fictitious,
they are real letters written by
people who were cured by their
de otion to the Sacred Heart. You
will read hundred of ca e ju ta
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authentic in the Christian Science
magazines. Comes to hand now
the Novena Messenger published
by a Lutheran church less than a
thousand miles northwest of Jacksonville, Florida. It reports ninetyone cures of disease for one week.
And to all these cases of cure applies our fundamental doubt
whether the disappearance of certain symptoms actually proves the
cure of a certain disease; to all applies the big questionmark regarding the correctness of the
original diagnosis.
Now the scientifically trained
doctor is ready to admit that onehalf of his patients are not sick at
all. It would be more correct to
say that they are indeed sick, but
their trouble is a neuro is of some
kind, and not the disease of which
they exhibit the symptoms. Physiologists, through their researches,
have demonstrated how emotions
influence the functions of the various organs as well a the organs
as a whole. Going a step further,
one can see how emotional factors
may be responsible for any array
of symptoms in any individual.
Osler maintained some time ago
that syphilis can imulate any di ease. The same thing hold even
more true of the neuroses.
I have personally known cases
of neuro i in which every s mptom of cancer of the tomach was
present-but no cancer; , hich exhibited e ery ymptom of tuber-

I
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culosis-but had a chest sound as
Sandow's; and I have seen a boy
"dying" (at least he almost died),
of a heart attack, whose heart
was organically and functionally
sound. Every one of these cases
would have registered a cure for
the Pentecostal healers, for the
shrines of Christian and Pagan
sects, and for any and every cult
under the sun that claims to have
the secret of a cure for all diseases. And-in conclusion-if you
think these cultists don't know
about neurosis you are mistaken.
I know a divine healer who has a
corps of assistants who investigate
each applicant for aid some days
before the healing service. As they
listen to complaint they divide
the group into the heep and the
goats-the neurotics who are permitted to mount the platform and
receive the benefit of the healer's
mental sugge tion, and the applicants who have the mi fortune
of being not neurotic, but ICK.
So you had gall ton ?
School's out. The la t of
the graduate of '39 has received
hi diploma, the Ba helor
£
Di inity ha e b en i en their
certificate , and le en D ct r of
Divinity of thi
entennial Y ar
ha e been pre ented with their
parchment and left the quadrangle knowing that hence[ rth all
men will addr
them a
ct r.
The dormitori are a ant, the
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lecture halls closed for the summer, school's out.
Again we have had that vivid
impression of the transitory nature of human life. As on New
Year's and on birthdays, so at commencement we seem to feel more
than ordinarily the rush of time.
The hours and minutes slip
through our hands like pearls on
a broken chain. We experience
almost a physical pain as we become aware of receding time, of
the minutes slipping back into the
irretrievable past.
It reminds me of the experience
I had one evening last winter at
Chicago when I watched a clock
on Michigan Avenue which had
been so wired with electricity that
the 60 seconds on the edge of the
dial would light up successively,
one every second, making the
round of the dial with 60 flashes
in one minute, then start again on
second number one, and so
through the 60 once more. Without one moment of hesitation the
beginning was made on the third
minute and after that on the
fourth and so until I turned away
from the spectacle in something
of an agony, realizing that these
four minutes were lost, gone, as
though they had never been and
that they would never come back.
nd so, looking forward we
sometimes feel the onward ru h
of time a it tream toward us
with its weight of hours and the

burden of joys and sorrows, triumphs and disappointments;
whatever is, will be, and the inevitable end approaching closer
every day. It requires some
spiritual convictions, it requires
the love of our fellowbeings to
carry us through the mental depression which such thoughts produce.
And especially when there are
turning points in our life as at a
graduation we are reminded of
the ceaseless rush of hours that
makes our past look so short and
makes the future all too limited
for really performing a measure at
least of our duties, and achieving
certain goals for which we once
glowed and possibly still glow
with enthusiasm. And so life looks
pretty much like a mystery and
ourselves as performers on a stage
of action, with the observant eye
of eternal Wisdom and Charity
watching our performance, weighing us in the balance, assigning to
us the parts, more or less important, and we often wonder why
the most worthy of our race are
so often given inferior and obscure parts to play.
Life is much like the sandy
stretch only a hundred feet acros
that stands out three miles into
the sea not far from South Duxbury on Massachusetts Bay. I have
been there when a mi t rolled in
from the tlantic limiting one's
ight to a hundred feet in any
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direction. Behind us the Bay, before us the breakers rolling over
the sand unceasingly, beautiful
human beings advancing out of
the mist, stepping firmly upon the
ground with play of muscles visible and their voices clearly heard,
possibly in greeting, then gradually losing bodily substance and
form, and vanishing into the mist,
the surf alone remaining eternally the same, and yet never the
same for one successive moment,
symbol of time and of eternity.
~Human landscape. At Portland, Oregon, the Teamsters'
Union has a IO-foot baseball bat
in its office labeled "The Club of
Local 162." The walking delegate
and his "goons" actually used
such weapons-and sometimes
even more lethal ones-to dominate industry. Now that state has
a law which not only forbid
strikes for union recognition but
threatens the very existence of labor unions. Thus has one sovereign state completed its economic
cycle. . . . If Arthur Vandenberg
loses the nomination it will not
be because of lack of verbal prowess. When he wades into the ew
Deal, his language achieves such
heights as his de cription of the
Roosevelt policies which had left
u at sea "with experimental folly
for a chart and one impetuou and
per uasive per onality for a compass." He wa e en better the
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other day when he said that "you
can't build a solvent prosperity
around an insolvent Treasury that
is run by spendthrifts on the basis
of jitterbug arithmetic." . . . If
you cannot remember the difference between personality and
character, remember the saying of
the saleslady which caused her to
lose her job: "This gown, lady,
brings out your personality without exposing your character." ...
Speaking of character, there is no
character, however good and
fine, but it can be destroyed by
ridicule howsoever poor and witless. Observe the ass, for in tance;
his character is about perfect; he
is the choicest spirit among all the
humbler animals, yet see what
ridicule has brought him to. Instead of feeling compliment d
when we are called an a s, we are
left in doubt. . . . The holy pa sion of friend hip i of so sweet
and steady and loyal and enduring a nature that it will 1 t
through a life-time, if not a ked
to lend money. . . . Thieve have
recently tolen from the Delaware
Legi lature one
merican flag,
three Bible , two dictionaries, one
large table. he rew York Post
wi ecrack that pr bably somebody wa di gu ted with orator
in oking the
meri an flag,
adapting far-£ tch d Biblical quotation t politi al needs, dredging up 1 ng word ut of dictionarie , and pounding table .

What was the customary mode
of procedure? After a statement
of the melody itself, there would
be a number of repetitions, decorated, to some extent, with trills,
arpeggios, scales, and tremolos.
Octaves-especially when they
they could be arranged in the
form of triplets-were thought to
be wonderfully effective. Occasionally, the tune would be
changed from major to minor or
from minor to major, as the spirit
happened to move the "composer." The writing of such drivel
required a little skill and a modicum of resourcefulness, but scarcely anything more. Our land had
not yet begun to cut its musical
eyeteeth, so to speak, and the hundreds of melodies with "variations" which flooded the parlors
were, lumped together, but one of
the numerous outcroppings of immaturity and downright puerility.
The term "variation" indicates
something radically different from
the vain repetitions and the meaningless frills which former! y held
sway in countless homes. It means
"change," and if you examine the
variation-form as employed by the
masters, you will readily see that
there are a thousand and one ways
in which a melody can be
changed. There can be variations
in tempo, rhythm, dynamics,
harmonization, contour, and accentuation. The tune can be
turned up ide down or in ide out.
It can be hidden, di gui ed, trav-
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Erstwhile Parlor Abominations,
Some Great Masterworks, and a
Few Thoughts on Mozart.

l\ Many of those who read the
#J · word "variation" in books and
articles on music think immediately and involuntarily of a peculiar type of composition which
used to have a farflung vogue in
the parlors of our country. They
remember that the pianist of the
family was frequently called on to
play Gamin' Through the Rye,
The Old Oaken Bucket, Old
Folks At Home, In the Sweet Bye
and Bye, or other well-known
tunes-either sacred or profanewith "variations." But, alas, these
"variations," so called, were, for
the most part, not variations at
all. As a rule, they were abominations.
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estied, burlesqued, caricatured, or
ennobled. Counterpoint and its
many devices may be called into
service. In fact, the possibilities
are literally limitless. A clever
craftsman may exercise his ingenuity to his heart's content; but
if he is a Mozart, a Beethoven, a
Schubert, or a Brahms, he will not
forget that mere technical skill,
indispensable as it is, can never
suffice. Listen to variations written
by the masters mentioned, and
you will find cleverness in abundance; but in their works ingenuity is always the obedient servant
of music and never-as we see, for
example, in Richard Strauss' Don
Quixote-its domineering overlord.

A

Great Masterpiece
hIf you have the desire to gain
•· more than a bowing acquaintance with the variation-form, you
will find no better way to begin
than by exposing yourself to the
Variations On a Th eme By
Haydn, Opus 56, from the pen of
Johannes Brahms. At the very
outset, the melody itself will enthrall you. It is the St. Anthony
Chorale, ascribed to Jo eph
Haydn. The eight variations and
the colossal Finale will how you
what a great master is able to
achieve. It is more than likely
that you will formulate our own
explanations of what Brahm ha
to say, becau e no two commenta-
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tors will agree entirely in their
expositions of the work. Notice
what fine fun it is to follow the
melody. Compare this majestic
composition with one of the motheaten parlor abominations, if you
like, and observe how the handiwork of a master differs from that
of a dabbler. Brahms' variations
are solid and nourishing food.
You will want to hear them again
and again. Pay particular attention to the magnificent Finale,
which is built on a five-measure
phrase taken from the chorale.
Here you will find a creation
closely related to three of the most
remarkable tonal edifices ever
reared by mortal man-the
Chaconne, from the Partita No.
2, in D Minor, for Violin Alone,
by Johann Sebastian Bach, the
same master's awe-inspiring Passacaglia in C Minor, and the la t
movement of Brahm' colo al and
monumental Fourth Symphony.
If you wi h to explore the variation-form more exten ively and
more inten ively, you will be
richly rewarded by a careful study
of Brahm ' Variations and Fugue
On a Theme by Handel and by hi
Variations On a Theme By
Paganini £or the pian . You have
mi ed an exhilarating exp rien e
if ou ha e ne er had
a ion to
compare the econd mo em nt of
Haydn' urprise ymphony with
Emo Dohnanyi' Variations On a
ursery Tune, for Piano and Or-
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chestra. The impressively beautiful variations in Beethoven's enthralling Sonata A ppassionata and
the magnificent Finale of his great
Eroica Symphony stir one to the
very quick. You will discover, I
believe, that Cesar Franck did not
always succeed in escaping banality in his Variations Symphoniques for Piano and Orchestra and
that Liszt rose to imposing heights
in his Dance of Death for Piano
and Orchestra, a series of variations on the Dies Irae. Some scholars are sure that Mendelssohn's
significance would be far greater
than it actually is if his music had
always been on a par with his exceedingly fine Variations Serieuses. One of Edvard Grieg's best
compositions is a ballad for piano
in the form of variations on a
Norwegian folk song. But do not
overlook Mozart! Study the Finale
of his Concerto No. 24, in C
Minor, for Piano and Orchestra.
There you will find gold at its
purest.

Mozart and Melody

t\ Mozart has been called the

•f

greatest natural mu ician of all
time. The universality of his genius is amazing. o composer has
ever excelled him in purity of
tyle or in lucidity of expression.
It has been aid that to him the
art of making mu ic was as instinctive as the spinning of a web
is to a pider, and we can readily

see how pointedly apt this comparison is when we consider the
gossamer-like quality of much of
what he has given us. His music
often seems to be treading on air;
but, with all its grace, charm, and
limpidity, it has substance and
power. On the anvil of his genius,
Teutonic solidity and Italian sunniness were welded together in
truly marvelous fashion.
Mozart's melodic vein was literally inexhaustible; yet a careful
student of his works cannot deny
that he was frequently addicted to
a form of repetitiousness. Scattered throughout his compositions
one finds phrases and figures
which are, in many cases, almost
identical in contour. It is easy to
trace these similarities. Shall we
refer to them as Mozart's melodic
idiosyncrasies?
Compare, for example, portions
of the first movement of the Jupiter Symphony with the wellknown Gloria from the Twelfth
Mass. Look at the principal theme
of the overture to the opera, The
Magic Flute, and then examine
the concluding movement of the
Concertante Sinfonie for Violin,
Viola, and Orchestra. Here, by the
way, we have something inten ely
intere ting. The theme of the
overture i undoubtedly a tran formation of a melody in one of
the piano onata concocted by
that dry-a -du t technician, Muzio
Clementi, concerning whom Mo-
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Thi giant bronze eagle,, ith a wing pread of fourteen fe t,
weigh o er a t9n. It tood in a Japanese court ·ard (or more
than two hundred ·ear and now adorn the Romanelli
Garden.
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zart once said: "Clementi plays
well so far as execution with the
right hand is concerned; his forte
is passages in thirds. Aside from
this, he hasn't a pennyworth of
feeling or taste; in a word, he is
a mere mechanician.''
Com pare certain melodic figurations to be found in Mozart's
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik with the
stirring Alleluia from the motet,
Exultate, and with phrases in the
opening movement of the Linz
Symphony, and you will discover
that the great composer was inclined to be somewhat repetitious.
Naturally, only a few examples
can be mentioned in the course of
a brief article. Is the reason to be
found in the fact that Mozart
often wrote with astounding rapidity, and that within the space
of thirty-five years he gave to the
world more than six hundred
compositions?
We meet with a certain amount
of repetitiousness in the works of
nearly all composers. Bach was
not immune. Neither were Schumann, Mendelssohn, or Cesar
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Franck. The typical Handelian
cadence becomes wearisome in
time, and many of us have become
accustomed to the characteristic
chordic sequences with which
Sergei Rachmaninoff's compositions are so plentifully sprinkled.
Richard Strauss frequently quotes
from his own works. Even Bach
and Handel did the same thing.
It is extremely interesting to note
that in the first movement of
Schumann's Piano Concerto in A
Minor there is a melody whi h
could have been written by Mendelsshon; yet, for some strange
reason, Mendelssohn was not favorably disposed toward this particular composition.
But Mozart's tendency to repeat
does not detract one iota from the
glory of his genius. Would that
there were more repetitiousnes of
this kind in the world!
OTE: With the exception of the
onetime parlor abomination, all
the compositions referred to in
the above article are available in
excellent recording .

Recent Recordings
THE COLUMBIA HISTORY OF Music
THROUGH EAR AND EYE. PART V.
THE TWE TIETH CE TURY.- With
the publication of thi volume, the
distinguished British scholar, Percy
A. Scholes, has completed his
epoch-making contribution to the
study of the music of almo t ten

I

centurie . The p re ent p rtion of
the work d eal with the lat r r mantici m, impre ioni m, polytonality, atonality, expr ionism,
extremism in in trumental treatment, microtonality, and the jazzinfluence
in
twentieth- ntury
mu ic. On the eight 10-in h di
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that comprise the set, there are recordings of compositions by Sir Edward Elgar, Richard Strauss, Gustav Mahler, Manuel de Falla,
Ralph Vaughan Williams, Arnold
Bax, Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel, Darius Milhaud, Igor Stravinsky, Alfredo Casella, Paul Hindemith, Bela Bart6k, Arnold Schoenberg, Edgar Varese, and Alois
Haba. The 72-page booklet accompanying the album is chockfull
of the deep-probing scholarship
and the delightful mother wit of
Dr. Scholes. The Oxford University Press in conjunction with Columbia.
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Symphony
No. 1, in C Major. JOHANNES
BRAHMS. Tragic Overture. The
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra under
Arturo Toscanini.-It is sheer folly
to imagine that Beethoven's first
symphony is not a great masterpiece merely because it does not
reach the overwhelmingly impressive heights of the third, fifth,
seventh, and ninth. The somewhat
gratuitous attempts at belittlement
for which Hector Berlioz and a
few others are responsible do not
detract one whit from the inherent
greatness of the work. Brahms'
Tragic Overture, of course, is a
truly magnificent outpouring. Toscanini's readings are inspiring. Victor Album M-507.
FRENCH PIANO Music. Emma Boynet.
-The well-known friend and pupil
of Isidor Philipp gives elegant performances on five IO-inch discs of
compositions by Gabriel Faure,
Gabriel Pierne, Deodat de Severac,
Emanuel Chabrier, and Claude

Debussy. Victor Album M-549.
ROBERT SCHUMANN. Sonata in A
Minor, Opus 105. Adolf Busch,
violin, and Rudolf Serkin, piano.Chasteness, sincerity, finish, and
thorough understanding are the
hallmarks of the reading presented
by these two acknowledged masters of their chosen instruments.
Victor Album M-551.
MAURICE RAVEL. Bolero. JOHAN HALVORSEN. March of the Boyards. The
Boston "Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler.-Ravel's exciting
tour de force and Halvorsen's stirring march are played with much
spirit and aplomb. Victor Album
M-552.
JOHANNES BRAHMS. Variations On a
Theme By Haydn. The London
Philharmonic Orchestra under Felix W eingartner.-One of the truly
great conductors of today expounds a masterwork in exemplary
fashion. Columbia Album X-125.
JosEPH HAYDN. Surprise Symphony.
The Columbia Symphony Orchestra under Howard Barlow.-The
much-discussed surprise element in
the second movement is not likely
to startle us in this day and age;
but the beautiful composition has
lost none of its genuine substance
with the passing of the years. Columbia Album 363.
FRANZ LISZT. Concerto No. 2, in A
Major, for Piano and Orchestra.
Egon Petri and the London Philharmonic Orchestra under Le lie
Heward.-This concerto has much
more depth and solidity than the
brilliant and better-known Triangle Concerto. Columbia Album
362.

Books-some for all time and all men-some
for this time and generation-some for nothing and nobody.

THE LITERARY SCENE
ALL UNSIGNED R EVIEWS ARE BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

a hundred and one ituations in
daily life in which it i hard to know
just what to say and in which, nevertheless, much depends on saying the
right thing. Elmer has picked exactly
a hundred such situations and offer
for each what he has found to be the
best sentence to use. The book i
constructed like this. Each situation
is assigned two pages. On the righthand page is a statement of the ituation, with seven sentence that might
slip onto one's tongue. One thinks
them over, make one's choi , and
then turns the page. There one find
out what, according to Elmer, i the
best answer, together with an analysis of its advantage over i rival .
The techni al name for su h a
proved and select aying,
lmer'
picturesque phra eology,
"sizzlegram."
To give you an idea of
works~let' take izzl gram
The problem: What an
to
et Rid of P ople
Know nough to o Home?
e body realize , hat a tickli h ituation it i when it' getting al n
toward one o' 1 ck and the c mpany
pa n attenti n to your yawn but

Sizzlegrams
W ORD MAGIC. By Elmer Wheeler.
Prentice-Hall, New York. 1939.
220 pages. $2.00.
lf AST year Elmer Wheeler pubL lished a book called Tested
Sentences That Sell (CRESSET, July,
1938, p. 47). It instructed salesmen
in the art of handling refractory citizens who are not promptly enough
moved to buy when a salesman indicates a desire to sell. So cunningly
contrived were Elmer's sentences that
by means of them it was found possible to sell a dozen extra frisky
mice to women whom the sight of a
dead rodent would cause to jump on
top of the refrigerator. Ever since
the publication of T ested Sentences,
those who had not read it were so
pathetically helpless in the hands of
those who had that Elmer seems to
have suffered twinges of conscience
(a very unusual thing for him in
such matter). Word Magic, which
has now appeared, is obviously intended to make some degree of
amends to the non-commercial populace.
Everybody knows that there ari e
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goes on enlarging about that trip of
theirs to Kokomo. Well, here are
seven things you might say: 1. What
time is it? 2. Is my clock right? 3.
Well, Jim, we'll have to get together
more often. 4. Would you like one
last drink? 5. How long does it take
you to get to work in the morning?
6. What time do you get up in the
morning? 7. Say-the party's over-go
hornet-What would you say? Talking about the clock is obviously too
crude. 4. Isn't bad, but usually there
are no drinks left. The recommended
sizzlegram is 5. You could also use
6. It gets the pesky company to thinking of how tired they'll be in the
morning if they don't go now.-Neat,
isn't it?
sizzlegrams deal with
O THER
such situations as: complimenting a homely woman; stopping the
wife's habit of eating crackers in bed;
getting hubby to wash dishes; evading
a "touch" for a five-dollar loan;
avoiding arguments with know-it-all
people; getting the children of the
neighborhood to stop playing in your
flower beds; asking the boss for a
raise; dealing with a cigarette
moocher; handling a friend who
never picks up the checks in the
restaurant.
Of course, Elmer isn't perfect-being human. He slips up, for instance,
in sizzlegram 54. The question is, If
you were confronted with a child of
six, crying because her brother took
her bicycle, what would you say to
cheer her up? Elmer publishes it as
his contention that the best cheer-erupper in this case is, "Let's throw the
ball for the dog to chase it." That

may do very well for the sort of
dogs they have where Elmer lives.
But I'd like to see him try it on a
dog, named Henry, who patrols the
next block on our street. I should
be curious to hear what sizzlegram
Elmer would deliver as he scuttled
down the street with a seatless pair
of pants on. At that, of course, the
little girl might cease to mourn for
her bicycle and be cheered up considerably.
On page 90 Elmer produces one of
his favorites. "Instead of arguing
with people, say, 'Why?' This throws
them off balance." "If they use a
'why' on the first, just turn around
and say, 'Why do you ask me why?' "
This advice is also found in Tested
Sentences, and in reviewing that volume I invented a defense against
its heartless efficiency-a super-sizzlegram, one might say. I suggested
that, if one had asked, "Why?" and
someone countered with, "Why do
you ask me why?" one should retort with, "Why do you ask me why
I ask why?" Elmer has found himself
helpless against this reply, for he
knows too well that he cannot expect people to be ready with the
next step, viz.: "Why do you ask
me why I ask to why you ask me
why?" It is evident to whom the
honors go in this matter: so I herewith modestly and gracefully accept
them.

Oscar Thibault
THE THIBAULTS. By Roger Martin
Du Gard. Translated by Stuart
Gilbert. The Viking Press, ew
York. 1939. 871 pages. 3.00.
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believer does not merely
T setHE true
out, using his intellect to
the utmost, in quest of God; he
must also humbly offer himself to
God, who is in quest of him," the
Abbe Vecard says at the close of
this lengthy novel. "And when by
dint of reasoning he has made his
upward way into God's presence, he
should divest himself of thought, and
-how shall I put it?-lay himself
open to receive within him the recompense of his quest." There should
be more of Abbe Vecard in the
novel. For a long time we have been
searching for novels in which a priest
(or pastor) is portrayed, not as a
misguided fool, but as one divinely
aware of his great vocation. Had
Roger Martin Du Gard made a complete study of the Abbe Vecard
our quest would have come, without a doubt, to a happy end.
This is not to say that The Thibaults is an inferior novel because
of the omission. Family chronicles
have a perennial interest. The longer
and more complicated they are (vide
Balzac or James Branch Cabell with
his Poictesme chronicles) the more
deeply we immerse ourselves in them.
Here is the story of a father who
is intensely proud of the Thibault
ancestry and is determined to have
the Thibault tradition preserved in
French civilization. The ironical part
of the novel is that his two sons do
not discover how great a man their
father was until after his death.
Oscar Thibault was a Pharisee. A
middle-class Frenchman, a contributor to the Revue des Deux Mondes,
and at the same time a thoroughly
sincere moral reformer who has the

I
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best interests of his two sons, Antoine
and Jacques, nearest at heart, M.
Thibault could not avoid the sin of
taking a considerable pride in his
life. What lifts the story of the Thibault men far above many contemporary novels is a theme which seems
to be distinctly odd today.
When the novel opens Jacques
Thibault, the younger son, has just
run off with his friend, Daniel de
Fontanin. Both want to escape the
stuffy atmosphere of the classroom
and unsympathetic homes. M. Thibault is violently angry over the affair. He suspects all manner of evil
of his son, since young Fontanin is
a Protestant while Jacques is supposed to be a devout Roman Catholic. As soon as the two youngsters
are caught by the police, M. Thibault has Jacques placed in the Oscar Thibault Foundation, a boys'
reformatory. Here Jacques spends a
miserable period despite the fact
that the reform school is run along
modern lines. Finally Antoine persuades his father that he will a sume the guardianship of Jacque .
deal of the novel i
A GREAT
about the beginning of Antoine Thibault's career as a physician.
Beginning as an interne,
ntoine
slowly builds up a wealthy practice.
He is scrupulously hone t although
tempted many times to take part in
questionable practice . In thi he i
the counterpart of his father. He ha
a moving, unf rtunate affair with
Rachel Hirsch, a brilliant, welltravelled woman. During the our e
of this epi ode in
toine' life,
Jacques run away again, um illing t
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remain fettered, hopelessly in love
with his adopted sister, Gise Thibault.
The rest of Jacque's story is told indirectly. Antoine finds him several
years later at Lausanne, Switzerland,
where he is at the head of a group of
revolutionaries. .Antoine persuades
the rebellious son to come back with
him to the bedside of his dying father.
In truth, the dominating part of
the novel is the death of M. Thibault. Suffering from uraemic poisoning, M. Thibault's last days are a
protracted agony. In his last moments he summons his priest, Abbe
Vecard. Whatever self-righteousness
remains in Oscar Thibault is quickly
ripped out of him by the kindly,
yet direct and earnest probings of
the Abbe. Oscar Thibault is reduced
(or exalted) to the status of a sinner
trusting solely in the merits of his
Saviour. For those who may wish to
know how the Gospel brings solace
to an ex-Pharisee pages 725 to 741
are recommended as required reading.
Du Gard's theme is partially stated
when he writes, "For, as the whole
creation moves on its slow upward
progress to the spiritual plane . . .
each of us must make his way alone,
from trial to trial-of ten enough
from error to error-along the path
which has been appointed him from
all eternity." And so Du Gard shows
us the awakening and development
of the moral sense in Antoine. At
first Antoine stoutly maintains, "The
laws of nature are the only laws that
count." And whatever moral law may
exist is simply a complex of habits.
But then after his father's death he
has a long conversation with the

Ab be V ecard. During the course of
this conversation Antoine begins to
find his soul. He discovers that what
the Abbe has to say about sin, a
Saviour, and eternity can arouse a
man's conscience. Antoine insists, "I
don't suffer from soul-searchings." No
sooner had he made that statement
than he realized it was not true.
GARD raises the troublesome
DUquestion
of euthanasia. There is
one "mercy-death" in The Thibaults
but how it affects those who are directly involved in it is not revealed. Possibly in the concluding volumes on
the Thibault family the repercussions will be analyzed. There are also
several morally objectionable scenes
in the novel. They could have been
omitted without harming the general
course of the story.
As long as the novel is, it is not
confusing. It is not over-burdened
with people and incidents. The novel
has architectonic qualities. Every sentence and paragraph was designed
to play a part in the whole. Beginning slowly, The Thibaults accumulates momentum on every p age until
near the end the reader is swept
along by the succession of events to a
stirring close. Structure and content
is far superior to the ordinary novel.
Roger Martin Du Gard was born
in 1881 in Paris. His father was a
lawyer. Young Du Gard wanted to
become an archeologist but before
he was thirty his first novel had been
·written and published. He belonged
to the group which founded the
Nouvelle Revue Franfa ise. After the
World War he devoted him elf to
the Thibaults. The first parts ap-
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peared in 1922. The present work
was concluded in i929. For The Thibaults he received the Nobel Prize
for literature in 1937. The remaining
books dealing with the fortunes of
the Thibaults up to the beginning of
the World War will be published as
soon as the translation is completed.
Stuart Gilbert has done an excellent
task in translating The Thibaults.

Bad Book
DANGER SIGNAL. By Phyllis Bot-

tome. Little, Brown and Co., Boston, Massachusetts. 1939. 312 pages.
$2.50.
ANGER SIGNAL is a new slant
on the theme of "Private
Worlds." A pupil of the Viennese
neurologist, Dr. Alfred Adler, Miss
Bottome in her earlier novel used his
basic psychological approach of the
"Inferiority Complex" to show that
the line between sanity and insanity
is exceedingly fine; that the difference is really only a matter of degree. A sense of frustration drives a
person blindly into hurting himself
or others to compensate. When the
attempt is violent the doors of an
asylum swing wide; when milder you
have simply an unhappy marriage,
chronic anti-socialism, or just plain
orneriness. In Private Worlds thi
was neatly high-lighted by tracing
the aberrations of the medical staff's
private lives again t the darker background of their patients' childish
fumbling or homicidal outbursts. In
Danger Signal it is confined to the
affair of Ronnie and Hilda against
a background of reasonable normalnes . The cure i the same: bring out

D
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of sublimation the reason and the
result will logically evaporate. In
Private Worlds the cure came after
the explosion; in Danger Signal it is
applied in time to avert a murder.
Hilda had been treated shabbily.
Ronnie, a medical student boarding
in her home, had seduced her (he
was only seeking to compensate an
earlier mother-domination) and then,
successful but again frustrated, he
jilted her. He found new worlds to
conquer in Annie, Hilda's younger
and less intellectual sister. Hilda
couldn't ask her parents to throw
him out without giving a good, i.e.,
the real, reason. The parents had
also been smothered by his insi tent
charm and, be ides, throwing him
out wouldn't really solve the problem. She tried telling Annie all, with
the inevitable result of warning any
girl against a man interested in her
and at the same time the subject of
back-of-the-hand talk. To Hilda
there seemed no way out but a little
arsenic in Ronnie' coffee.
That crudity had actually uggested itself when a ' afer' method
presented itself. Dr. illa, a ze h
woman p ychiatri t, came to Hilda'
office to have some typing d ne.
( aturally he wa an dlerian p ychologi t.)
1 tter to a local re ear h
laboratory begging ofI an in pe ti n
tour wa left with Hilda to mail.
Hilda somewhat re embled Dr. illa.
Why not take h r pla , tour the
Laboratory, flash a p i on, admini t r
it to Ronnie and-the pe f ct crim
he succeed . In her pur e are tw
tube containing cullur
f an exotic and deadly bacillu .
w f r
the opportunity to u e it afelyl
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Dr. Silla has a strong streak
BUTof Sherlock
Holmes in her. She
grew suspicious and waited over in
London another day. Sure enough!
The cultures are missed and Dr. Silla
is notified. Two and two add up to
four for her so she sets about "curing"
Hilda and, if possible, Ronnie, too,
by psychiatry. The bulk of the book
shows her at work persuading Hilda
that her murderous intent is just a
blind striking-out at Ronnie to restore her own self-confidence and
Ronnie that his overworked charm
is a link in a vicious circle. She is so
successful all around that even
Hilda's pathetically meek father
stands up to an Etonian friend of
Ronnie and tells him "What for" in
a cheer-rousing last page anti-climax.
The book is definitely interesting
reading of a simplified exposition of
an Adlerian psychologist at work.
Beyond that is flattery.
It is inherently false in its basic
theory on evil. While there is undoubtedly some truth in Freud and
some in Adler, both make the mistake of claiming to have all truth
and of imagining that they are postulating fundamental causes-the one,
the sex urge; the other, the inferiority
complex-whereas they are really only
formulating methods of dealing with
specific and individual types of emotional maladjustments. The results of
their clinical experiences have definite value especially for those whose
work demands the application of a
truly Christian science but in seeking
basic causes and fin al cures the Christian goes beyond and above them to
the Book ·w ritten ju t because man,
after Eden, is by nature maladjusted

to himself, his fellows, and his God.
Scripture is replete with diagnoses,
prognoses and prescriptions for all
types and phases of psychopathia
specifically in such passages as Ezekial
11: 19-21 and the fifth and sixth
chapters of Romans. While Freud
and Adler (and Miss Bottome)-are
still laboring with the discredited
mechanistic, "behaviorist" approach
to man with God as a hypothesis
workable only for some, the Bible
stands knee deep in these unchanging facts that God is God, man his
most precious creation, sin is the
Great Evil and only in Christ are all
things become new. While Freud and
Adler lisp their dialects the Bible still
speaks its Esperanto.
The book's other flaw is in its
mechanics. Danger Signal is a case
history in which the impact of a
case history's stark realism has been
dissipated by the novelist's embroidery. Methinks the woman doth protest too much with the result that one
is never completely convinced that
Hilda will really take the final step
of dumping the Shiga bacillus into
Ronnie's mayonnaise. (All good mystery fans will keep hoping she does.)
And, obversely, one wonders how
permanent is the "cure." One tends to
view it as of a piece with the worst
aspects of what goes on at Lourdes,
a hill-billy faith cure meeting or a
Mary Baker Eddy seance. It is a
novel in which the characters remain
puppets and the situations just situations like the "e.g." of a profe sor lecturing a cla s on psychology. Mi s Bottome has the heart and head of a novelist. Danger Signal came only from
her head.
WALTER E. KRAEMER
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The Joad Saga
THE GRAPES OF WRATH. By John

Steinbeck. The Viking Press, New
York. 1939. 619 pages. $2.75.
HE time is the present. The
scene is Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona, California, America. The
people: the Joad family, the preacher
Casy, the Wilson family, you and
I. The problem to be solved is
J oad's problem and is your problem
and is my problem. In 1776 you and
I fought for an idea; in 1865 you
and I fought for an idea; in 1939
we must fight for an idea-and an
ideal.
Here's the story of the J oad
family, Oklahoma homesteaders, oldstock Americans. The J oads lost their
farm because there is a drought, because economic factors over which
they have no control drive them to a
frenzy of ploughing and cultivating
until the good earth is totally depleted, because Wall Street prefers to
use mass-production methods in farming, because monopoly capitalism is
hostile to the Joad way of farming.
There is Pa and Ma J oad, their sons
Noah, Tom, Al, and Winfield, their
daughters Rosasharn (Rose of Sharon) and Ruthie, Grampa and Granma J oad, and Uncle John. The J oad
fami ly is a compact family, closely
bound through adversity, deeply religious, and determined to survive
in the United States come what may.
As Ma J oad says on the tragic flight
to California: "What we got le£' in
the worl'?
othin' but us.
othin'
but the folks. . .
11 we got i the
family unbroke. Like a bunch of
cows, when the lobos are ringing,
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stick together. . . . I'm a-goin' catwild with this here piece a bar-am
if my own folks bust up."
The Joad story is the story of
thousands of dust-bowl farmers in
Oklahoma, Montana, Nebraska, Colorado, and North Dakota. Becau e
the farm can't show a profit and because the J oad credit has long ago
vanished, the J oads are forced off
their farm. A huge, impersonal tractor pulling gigantic plows and drills
invades the Joad acres. So the Joads
must leave their home. They buy a
second-hand Hudson sedan. Al Joad
makes a truck out of the car. They
load down the rickety car, its tires a
thin as tissue paper and its connecting
rods forever loo e, and fill the radiator for the last time from lhe family
well.
HE trek to California begin .
T Longingly
and reverently the
J oads talk about California, that
bright Promised Land where there i
work for everyone and food aplenty.
Didn't the handbill pa ed out by the
man from California ay o? hy, the
peaches and prune are ju t rotting
for lack of picker .
As the J oads travel farther and
farther west they m et hundr ds (
di posses ed farmer, all on the way
to California. hey b c me p rt (
a migration as ignifi ant a lh
ered wagon migra ti n d a
a ,
as overwhelming a the n rth rn
European horde which wept d , n
on Rome. It i a grim fight all th
way along
o. 66. he Hud n
de elop wh eze and gro n , alm t
collap e . Water becomes
pr i u
as money i elf. But at la t the
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reach California. They feel,
when they look down on that bright
land, as the Children of Israel felt
when they entered the Promised
Land. The desert wanderings are
over.
Then they make a cruel discovery.
California does not want them.
Those handbills promising work were
passed out to thousands of dispossessed farmers with the avowed purpose of producing a glut on the
labor market. The Joads are hounded
from one part of California to another. They are called Okies, Reds,
misfits, no-goods, immoral, shiftless,
trash. Joad men fought in the American Revolution. In California they
are called Communists because they
want to work and get paid for their
work. They are pushed around like
diseased vagrants. Bewildered and almost beaten they try their hand at
any kind of work. In the end, nature
clubs them into an unrecognizable
pulp.
This is a novel with drama and
excitement. Your blood will boil.
The tears will come. You will hurry
from one page to the next. Take the
death of Grampa Joad who dies
shortly after the family started its
journey. He dies by the roadside
in the tent of a friendly old couple,
the Wilsons. Neither the Joads nor
the Wilsons have the money to hire
an undertaker to give Grampa a decent burial. They dig a grave a little
distance from the highway. By lantern
light the body of Grampa is placed
into the hole. This is the note they
put in the fruit jar next to Grampa's
body should anyone unearth the body
and grow suspicious:

"This here is William James J oad,
dyed of a stroke, old old man. His
fokes buried him becaws they got no
money to pay for funerls. Nobody
kilt him. Jus a stroke an he dyed.
'Blessed is he whose transgression is
forgiven, whose sin is covered.' "
Or there is the desperate flight
across the Painted Desert. Granma
J oad is dying. The family's money is
running out. Ma nurses Granma,
hoping and praying that the old lady
can hold on to life until they pass
the last border guard. But Granma
dies in Ma's arms. The other occupants of the Hudson are unaware
of what happened. For a whole night
Ma must nurse that corpse, bluff the
state police by saying vehemently that
Granma is only terribly sick. When
they arrive in California, Ma tells
the family that Granma had died a
good distance back. The Joads take
their last money and buy Granma a
wooden headstone.
there is the exciting and
T HEN
horrible account of the murder
of Preacher Casy who had come out
with the J oads. Preacher Casy gave
up preaching in order to think, to
find out why the Joads must suffer.
He starts talking again when he sees
that the poor must organize. At a
pickers' strike to raise the price for
peach piking from two-and-a-half
cents to five cents a crate, Tom Joad
meets Casy again. Casy says this
about his decision to fight for the
poor: "Anyways, you do what you
can. n' the on'y thing you got to
look at is that ever' time they's a
little step fo'ward, she may slip back
a little, but she never slips clear
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back." Casy and Tom flee their hideout. But just as they think they are
free the vigilantes catch up. Casy is
brutally killed.
The novel reaches a moving climax
when the J oads, now cotton pickers,
are forced to leave their box car
home. Heavy rains flood the creek
beside which they lived. In the storm
and confusion Rosasharn's child is
born dead. So the novel ends.
What is John Steinbeck telling us?
Sandwiched between each chapter he
offers a running commentary or, let
us say, a monody on the progress
of the story. It is a method used by
Henry Fielding in Tom Jones. In
these monodies John Steinbeck gives
us his theme and what he wants to
accomplish through means of this
story about the J oads. "And the little screaming fact that sounds
through all history: repression works
only to strengthen and knit the repressed. . . . Only means to destroy
revolt were considered, while the
causes of revolt went on." What kind
of people are the dispossessed? "Our
people are good people; our people
are kind people. Pray God some day
kind people won't all be poor. Pray
God some day a kid can eat."

ANDthe about
the immense army of
dispossessed the preacher
Casy says, "I seen. They's a army without no harness. These here folks want
to live decent and bring up their
kids decent. An' when they're old
they wanta set in the door an' watch
the downing sun." But all that is
denied them becau e fear posses es
tho e who have something that the
poor people will take from them.
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The Grapes of Wrath will be
placed on many an index of prohibited books because of its language. Very likely some patriotic organizations who fear new ideas will
also condemn it. But the main emphasis and the strongest notes of disapproval will come regarding the
bawdy language used in the novel.
There are words and phrases u ed in
this novel which made even this reviewer, who has read James Joyce
and Rabelais, suck in his breath.
Now there are two items to consider
about John Steinbeck's language.
1) Does John Steinbeck put bawdy
language into his characters' conversation with the intention of shocking and promoting a best-seller? hi
reviewer will maintain that John
Steinbeck is innocent. Let us say that
he uses language amoralistically. The
remarkable fact is that the novel itself, its story and implication are
decent and compatible with Chri tian
standard of moral conduct. It i just
that these dust-bowlers have unk
so low in life and have lo t every
contact with a better way of life.
They simply have no media of expres ion left except the expre ion
and experience of the animal.
2) Must a novel be barred and
condemned solely becau e i
language i in pots filthy?
he r viewer believe that would be unfair.
Practically every great cla ic would
be on an Index. one £ the haracters in the novel u
bla ph m u
language with the intention f horrifying his or her compani n.
he
language is simply in character.
, ,
to condemn John t inb k f r th t
is wrong. If condemnation i in or-
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der, condemnation, moral and spiritual, should be directed at the conditions which give rise to such language.
In short, The Grapes of Wrath is
a novel that must be read by every
adult American. Of course, it is
propaganda. Of course it is radical.
Of course, it is shocking. But so is
The Trojan Women propaganda; so
is Uncle Tom's Cabin radical; so is
Great Expectations shocking. The
final verdict on The Grapes of
Wrath is difficult to render. It has
loose ends. We do not know what
happens to Rosasharn's husband, nor
what happens to Tom Joad after
he has been beaten up by local
patriots. Nor is some of the logic
correct. Taking its theme and title
from The Battle Hymn of the Republic this novel is meant to stir and
produce action. The Grapes of Wrath
may undoubtedly be considered as
one of the great novels of this decade
in American literature.

Fearless Gospel
PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRTYSEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF AS SOCIA TED LUTHERAN CHARITIES. 102 pages. 75c.

be admitted that reports
I TofMUST
conventions and their transactions rarely make good reading. Addresses which are torn out of their
proper setting and are set up in cold
type are, after all, like warmed-over
food. And warmed-over food, whether
for body or mind, is not always as
appetizing as it might be.
While we admit that the warmth,
the enthusiasm, the spontaneity of

convention days just cannot be transferred to cold type, we are nevertheless recommending the reading of this
booklet to all who profess to be concerned about the work of the Church
at large and particularly to those who
are haunted by the fear that the
Church is not registering its power in
the daily life of the individual and in
the trends and events which determine the morality of our social order.
This book is really much more than
a mere record of convention proceedings of interest only to the members
of the convening organization. It
presents rather a further phase in
the continuing process of the quickening of what we might term a sanctified social consciousness in a great
Lutheran church body. To many observers this body has long seemed
sadly lacking in social consciousness,
in an awareness of the fact that the
Church must act as a leaven in the
social order, if even a semblance of
civic or social righteousness is to be
preserved among men. The proponents of the modernistic "social gospel" have gone to one extreme, denying the "sinfulness" of sin as an evil
affecting and corrupting human personality, while proclaiming its culpability insofar as it affects society.
Lutheranism, it has been said, has
approached the other extreme. While
it has not ignored the sins of society, it has largely confined its condemnation of sin to the field of indi idual tran gression. This fact, it
is said, has re ulted in a peculiar
detachment of Lutheranism from the
social setting in which it operates.
While we may di agree , ith this condu ion, we do believe that there is
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among Lutherans a growing awareness of the fact that "maladjustments," or sins in the social order
are not merely regrettably unavoidable phenomena in a world forever
laboring under the stigmata of a
state of imperfection, but that sin
in its mass manifestation in society is
as real and as damnable as individual
sin and that it must be reckoned with
as a real obstacle to the progress of
the kingdom of God. There is much
evidence in the addresses reported in
this booklet that Lutherans are fearlessly speaking out against the sins
of the present social order and that
there is above all a real awareness
among Lutherans of the fact that the
gospel of God's free grace through
Christ supplies the one and only
solution of the problems which
trouble a sin-cursed social order.
In general, the Proceedings afford an excellent picture of the farflung and many sided charitable and
city-mission work of the Synodical
Conference of the Lutheran Church.
H.F. WIND

The Fifth Column
SECRET ARMIES: The ew Technique of azi Warfare. By John L.
Spivak. Modern Age Books, Inc.,
ew York. 160 pages. 50 cents.
T H
always been an irritating
puzzle why the superpatriots'
frothings about the menace of communism in the United States have
attracted such an amazing amount
of new paper pace. Mo t of the superpatriots are blatherskites of the
wor t ort and " ill top at nothing to
gain a few headlines or a ummons
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from a Congressional committee. On
the other hand, the menace of
Fascism, with its absolutely undemocratic Fuehrer-prinzip, has alarmed
comparatively few alert citizens.
There is a subtle reason for thi
apathy to the menace of the Fifth
Column.
While John L. Spivak doesn't delve
very deeply into the psychological
reasons for the infiltration of Fa i t
philosophy and action into the United
States, he does present an unlovely
collection of facts from whi h all
kinds of deductions can be made.
After reading this book one an understand why the D. .R. barred Marian Anderson from singing in Con titution Hall. One can also under tand
the alarming increa e in J w-baiting
in our country.
In the introductory chapter pivak shows how azi agen ts pr pared
the way for Hitler's conque t of u tria and Czecho lovakia. He al o gi
a fairly detailed account of the influence of the notorious Cliveden et on
English foreign poli y. He t 11 h w
recent week-end partie at Ii ed n,
Lord and Lady
tor's country tate
in the Thames Valley, determined the
future course of Engli h affair . Pr ent at these partie were uch men
Geoffrey Dawson, editor of the
ndon Times, Lord L thian, o rn r
of the Bank of
otland,
ille
Chamberlain, and Lord Halifax, th
not-so-bright errand boy t Hitl r.
Here was Hitler'
ifth
lumn i
action, that group in e ry
untry
which eeks to o erthrow fr m ithin the demo ratic pr e and r p r
the way for a dictat r.
a toni hing a th
di I ur
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are about Hitler's work in Europe
and in South and Central America, it
is more disturbing to see the work
of the secret agents in this country.
One of the earliest secret agents sent
here was a Colonel Edwin Emerson
who lived in rooms rented by the
German Consul General in New
York. Colonel Emerson began organizing with the help of German-Americans the Nazi web. He received an
immense amount of help from various racketeering patriots as well as
from disgruntled capitalists. Harry A.
Jung was able to scare our American
employers with the story that a rowboat loaded with bomb-throwing Bolsheviki was scheduled to arrive from
Moscow. When Jung discovered that
there was money in peddling the fake
Protocols of the Elders of Zion he
entered that racket.
are many more case hisT HERE
tories of such patriots. We single
out the story of the Rev. Gerald B.
Winrod, whose Defender and The Revealer has been dropping into the mail
boxes of thousands of non-subscribers.
Who paid the bill? Several years ago
Winrod was a poverty-stricken, socalled minister, living in Wichita,
Kansas. He belonged to no recognized
church body. In those days of poverty,
department records show, Winrod
had a hard time meeting his weekly
fifty cents to three dollar furniture
and clothes payments. As late as 1934
he found it difficult to pay one
dollar a week. Then suddenly Winrod had money enough to go to Germany. When he returned in 1935 he
had new clothe , a fat checkbook, and

money to pay all his bills. He established contacts with Nazi agents and
pro-Fascists. He was a frequent caller
at the German Embassy in Washington. He was able to organize a new
service which furnished, without cost,
Washington news stories to any newspaper publisher. Naturally these news
stories were highly colored with Nazi
ideology. He tried to win the Kansas
governorship but, mercifully for the
country, was beaten by the aroused
editorials of William Allen White.
That the Nazi influence is pervading American universities is a
recognized fact. It is also a known fact
that the Nazis are attempting to influence the Republican party. Olov E.
Tietzow, working out of the Chicago
office of the New Friends of Germany,
attempted to influence William
Stern, Fargo, North Dakota, a member of the National Republican Committee. The relation of Nazi agents to
the Coughlin movement is evident to
anyone who reads the newspapers.
This little book once more confirms our most devout conviction, first
uttered by Samuel Johnson, that
patriotism is the last refuge of the
scoundrel. And when John L. Spivak
says, " henever I come across an
'ultra-patriot' with foam dripping
from his mouth while he beats his
chest with loud cries about his own
hone ty and the crookedne s of those
running the country, I suspect a
phony.
a rule, I look for the criminal record of a man who's yelling
'Chae out the crook' and 'Let's have
hone t government,' and all too often
I find one." The re iewer ays men
to that from hi own experience.

I
VERSE
The Children's Chance
["Because they are unable to keep pace with Central Europe's
changing boundaries, the United States Board of Education has
decided to suspend the making of maps of the Ea tern Hemisphere for school children."-News item.]

The Board of Education
Away in U.S.A.
Thus saves the situation
In quite a drastic way;
Fed up with frontier changes
When lands and laws collap e,
The Board, in brief, arrange
To do away with maps.
Since Nazis now demoli h
The maps of yesteryear,
The Board will just abolish
The Ea tern Hemi phere;
Which infants 'neath in tru tion
Should welcome as a plumIt means one glad reduction
In their curriculum.
For them, at least, is lifted
One burden known of old;
One shadow has been hift d,
One nui ance is controlled,
Since Hitler to co mography
Imparted ( plendid chap!)
The jog that jogged geography
Off half the giddy map!
L er , in Manchester
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Franco's youth is destroyed when the
biographer maintains that Franco
alone decided to save Spain from
Moscow. The Morocco revolt is pictured as a spontaneous uprising in
the name of God and religious freedom. As a matter of fact, three days
before Franco hoisted the flag of
rebellion three Italian bombers
landed in Morocco. They were sent
by Benito Mussolini to hasten on the
Spanish officers' rebellion. The blurb
says that the biography is "not tediously propagandist." All propaganda
is tedious for us.
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By William Lyon Phelps. Oxford
University Press, New York. 986
pages. 3. 75.
William Lyon Phelps is undoubtedly the most widely known American
professor. For four decades he introduced successive waves of Yale undergraduates to the beauties of English
literature. His "T & B" course is still
the subject of tall stories wherever
students of English literature gather.
In this volume of a thousand pages
"Billy" Phelps tells the story of his
life, and a pleasant one it has been.
His stories of the world's great, events
at Yale in the course of forty years,
his journeys through Europe, literary
gossip, his likes and dislikes make
good reading. Perhaps the most striking thing about Professor Phelps is
his undi guised and sincere love for
the human race. This has probably
re ulted in too much sweetness and
light, but it i undeniable that his
contribution to the popular appreciation of American letters has been

EDITORS

A brief glance at books published during the month preceding the date of publication of THE CRESSET.

Propaganda
FRANCISCO FRANCO: THE TIMES
AND THE MAN.

By Joaquin Arraras. Translated
by J. Manuel Espinosa, Ph.D. The
Bruce Publishing Company. Milwaukee. 1939. 2.50. 245 pp.
AMP AIGN biographies of presidential candidates are accurate,
scholarly and unbiased compared
with this campaign biography of the
man who made Spain safe for Fascism. Whatever accuracy the biography may ha e in its account of
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notable. He belongs to the dying race
of great teachers.
THE RADIO FOR CHRIST
By Walter A. Maier. Concordia

Publishing House, St. Louis, Missouri. 417 pages. $1.50.
The most popular religious broadcast in America is the Lutheran Hour,
broadcast six months of the year over
an independent chain of broadcasting
stations. This volume contains the
messages delivered during the sixth
successive season by Dr. Walter A.
Maier, Professor of Old Testament Interpretation, Concordia Seminary,
and associate editor of THE CRESSET.
Dr. Maier's style offers that rare fusion of emotion and logic which is
able to project itself over the ether
and touch the heart of America. Fortunately, the style loses nothing by
being reduced to cold print. The present volume makes excellent reading.
Vivid and vital, Dr. Maier stands in
the front rank of great American
preachers.
QUO V ADIMUS?
By E. B. White. Harper & Bros.

New York. 219 pages. 2.00.
Unique among American weeklies
is the sophisticated New Yorker. It has
often been imitated but never equaled.
From the date of its birth its distinctive mark was a series of opening paragraphs, written anonymously, which
struck a new note in American journalism. Strange, ironic, mordant, gentle, these paragraphs are di tinguished
by sudden flashes of illumination and
the detachment of an almost unearthly wi dom. They were written by E. B.
White. In the present volume Mr.
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White has collected a number of his
pieces originally written for the New
Yorker. They carry the same haunting
quality which marked his brief paragraphs. The combination of humor
and truth which is always a mark of
Mr. White's work can be illustrated by
the following: "I have been asked to
interpret the recent tailspin of pig
iron. In a technocracy such as our ,
one must go behind the facts; but in
this article I not only intend to go
behind the facts but I intend to stay
there and never come out.
"It is marvellous back here behind
the facts-just like being backstage at
the theatre. Walter Lippmann is here,
and George Soule, and Stuart Chase,
and Sir Arthur Salter, and Profes or
Seligman, and Howard Scott, and John
Maynard Keynes; in short, all the big
people of the depression. I have nev r
seen so many economists tog ther before, nor they me. Hundreds of fa ts
have been piled together to form a
curtain, and all of us are bu y writing. It is warm here, and omfortable,
and I wi h I had found thi place a
lot sooner." Good ummer r ading.
SEASONED TIMBER

By Dorothy anfield. Hare urt,
Brace and ompany,
w ork.
485 page . 2.50.
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ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN

ALL IN ONE BREATH

By David Morton. The Macmillan
Company, New York. 57 pages.

By John Dos Passos. Harcourt,
Brace, New York. 322 pages. $2.50.
Few writers in America are more
concerned with libertarian values
than John Dos Passos. Now in his
early forties, he already has to his
credit the three novels that make
up the trilogy "USA," recently reprinted. Into these novels Mr. Dos
Passos poured all his passion for the
poor and his impatience with our
present social order. His new novel,
a much lesser achievement, tells the
story of Glen Spotswood who passes
through the usual processes on the
way to social consciousness. Obviously
Mr. Dos Passos believes that Glen
Spotswood is typical of the younger
generation. He is not. He is typical
only of a very small percentage of
those who find themselves at sea in
our social storms. Readers who have
not encountered Mr. Dos Passos before must be prepared for pages of
brutally realistic writing. Fortunately
the "camera" writing which was so
prominent and annoying in "USA"
has disappeared. Mr. Dos Passos is
better without it.

$1.50.
We have long felt that David Morton's verse is not as well known as it
should be. Amid the brash incomprehensibility of much modern poetry,
his verse stands like an ivory tower.
Consistently he writes in a quiet mood
reminiscent of still days in autumn.
It may be the tradition of another day
and the mood of remembrance of
things past, but it is exceedingly well
done. Those who charge David Morton with having only one string on
his instrument forget that he has been
able to evoke much melody from it.
In the lyric "Silhouette" is both his
strength and his weakness:
"The orchard, now, is all bereft:
The thin leaf, beaten over-fine,
Drops earthward, and the bough is
left
A naked and more startling line;
And the blue sky beyond the hill
Wears, like a scar that nought can
hide,
The black shape standing stark and
still,
Where lately love was crucified."
♦

The Vogue-Word
"Every now and then a word emerge from obscurity, or
even from nothingness or a merely potential and not
actual existence, into sudden popularity. . . . Ready acceptance of vogue-words seems to ome people the sign of
an alert mind; to others it stands for the herd instinct and
lack of individuality... . On the whole, the better the
writer, or at any rate the sounder his st le, the le s will
he be found to indulge in the ogue-word."-H. W.
FOWLER.

I

The
JUNE
Magazines
Each month. THE CRESSET
presents a check list of important articles in leading
magazines which will be of
interest to our readers.

million people across the great
divide between the youth and the
maturing of industriali m. Although we may be able to bear
this inevitable expenditure and
still "straighten ourselve out
along our historic path," it i folly
to imagine that our democracy
could survive, if we were forced
by entering war to double our almost forty billions of dollars of
debt. In short, it is a valuable
discussion of a major problem.

Fascism for America-Threat
or Scarehead?
By

Harper's
Debt Threatens D emocracy
By RoY

LILLIAN SYMES

There is a great deal of anity
in these reflections on the pos ible
rise and sources of Fasci m in
America. The author note the
rising tide of anti-fa ci t hy teria
and al o the growing number of
organizations, now e timated at
about eight hundred, whi hare of
a fascist stripe. Such organization ,
however, are not likely to lead
Fasci m to triumph in m rica.
If it triumph , "it will triumph
in the name of ur mo t p pular
logan-Dem cracy, and und r th
leader hip of me 'friend f th
common peopl .' It h uld
bviou that our truggle
Fa i m cann t be w n in
of 'anti-Fa i m,' whi h h
com a logan f r demag
can b won only in t rm f an
intelligent and determin
tru gle for a world in whi h the r

HELTON

In the life of an individual, an
industry, or a nation there are
periods when debt may be essential and useful. There are also
periods when debt is burdensome
and dangerous. "When a large
growth begins to level off, the
dangerous age of the thing that
i growing has arrived-its dangerous age in relation hip to debt."
pplied to the United State this
means that we are crossing, or ha e
cro sed, a line "that separate the
careles speculation of youth
from the re pon ibilitie of maturity." We must carry some ten
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of Fascism have been destroyed."
The article performs a real service
by pointing out such roots growing in American soil.

Socrates Crosses the Delaware
By

MILTON

s.

MAYER

The story of St. John's College
in Annapolis during the past two
years is the story of an interesting
and, perhaps, a very far-reaching
experiment in the field of modern
education. With Barr and Buchanan as president and dean respectively, and Hutchins of Chicago as chairman of its board,
St. John's has, since 1937, been
offering the curriculum of the
world's greatest books, the curriculum for which Hutchins has
been the outstanding advocate
this past decade. It is the author's
conviction that the experiment
is working successfully at St.
John's. Whether Walter Lippmann's prediction that St. John's
will some day be regarded as "the
seedbed of the American Renaissance" is too optimistic or not,
certain it is that many educators
will follow the experiment at St.
John's with deep interest and also
with a great hope.

The Atlantic Monthly
Brace Up, America!
By

WENDELL

The

L.

WILLKIE

President of Common-

wealth and Southern Corporation
gives the beliefs of a liberal business man in regard to the mechanisms by which our economic system functions. He states the inescapable problem that "after six
years of strict regulation and taxation of industry, we have as many
people unemployed as at the beginning of the period." What is
Mr. Willkie's solution? First of
all, using Gresham's law-"bad
money drives out good money" he says that indiscriminate government expenditures have scared
private investment into hiding.
He also insists that government
fixing of wages and the taxing of
payrolls has increased the cost of
employment. He raises the familiar plaint of the business man, a
not entirely unjustified one, that
the government bureaus have too
great a discretionary power and
are constantly imposing upon the
business man a new set of rules.
He demands, therefore, that there
be a revision of the tax program
to encourage investment, a reduction in government spending, and
a modification of the restrictive
powers of our economic legislation. Here is a timely article.

A President In Action: George
Norlin
By D1xo

WECTER

It is possible that you may
never have heard of George or-
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Jin. It is time you made his ac- of European politics, showing
quaintance. If you lived in Colo- how the President and his satelrado you would know him well. lites, since 1937, have been doing
Dr. George Norlin, one of the their best to commit the U.S. to
ablest living Greek classicists and a course which, in the event of
a pupil of the late, great Paul armed conflict, would involve
Shorey, is president of Colorado America in a war to safeguard
University. This year he retires British and French economic and
from his office. Professor Weeter political interests. The hypocri y
writes his portrait. President Nor- and absurdity of speaking as if the
lin is that rarity among state uni- issue were "democracy vs. dictatorversity presidents: a man who re- ship" is flayed. The plea is made
fuses to lobby for funds to keep that we put a damper on our
the university running. Despite "bellicose ideologist , commonthat frank refusal to do the ob- heritage
sentimentalists,
and
vious, Colorado University has proper-place-in-the-world jingoe "
completed a $4,000,000 building before it is too late.
program during the depression.
He had the courage to veto
Things That Must Be Done
plans for the construction of a
By VERNON BARTLETI
$2,000,000 stadium. When the Ku
Bartlett is a Bri ti h journali t,
Klux Klan told Norlin in 1924
that he could have all the money and it is mo t illuminating to
he wanted if he kicked out the read his presentation of what, in
Catholics and Jews from the uni- his opinion, England mu t do at
versity, Norlin politely told them this time. Fir t and forem t, " he
where to head off. He insists on must make still more ure of
complete academic freedom. He is American upport." o he f el
remarkably free of pedantry. It sure now, and it is only a matter
is doubtful if he ever uttered a of making a surance d ubly ur .
In what re pect? "It should be the
bromide. Meet the man.
fir t task of any Briti h g ernment to see that the int al b tween the outbreak of war and
Forum
merican int rvention in it
America on the Warpath
hould be a hort as p
By K. R. MARTI
"But how? Briti h policy
A survey of the sinister machi- be uch that it left no d ubt in
nations in Wa hington to draw American mind that the truggle
u
this country into the mael trom is for decency and ju ti e."
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remember, the last time we saved
democracy. This time it is decency
and justice. Probably such decency
as the British showed in the matter
of paying their debts to us, and

such justice as they meted out to
the Boers. You notice, the British
regard Americans as blind fools.
They are not without justification
in that opinion.

Fortune
Fortune Survey
This survey has tried to establish, directly from the people themselves, what they expect of their government in Washington and what
they consider to be its proper functions. It is probably the first effort
of its kind to be made. The replies show that the people are in no
mood to change the government radically from what it has been in
the past. Arranging the main questions in order of descending approval, the answers grade as follows:
Do you th ink our government
should or should not:
Provide an army and navy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Provide for all people who have no other
means of subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Be responsible for seeing to it that everyone who wants to work has a job . . . .
Regulate all public utility rates . . . . . . . . . . . .
Make all decisions in disputes between capital
and labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Redistribute wealth by heavy taxes on the
rich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Establish a bureau to supervise what should
be produced in moving pictures . . . . . . . .
Establish a bureau to supervise what should
be produced over the radio . . . . . . . . . .
Control the prices of farm products by controlling production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Take over and operate all private, public and
parochial schools for children . . . . . . . . . .
Make every adult male spend at least two
years in the army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Confiscate wealth over what people need to
live on decently; u e it for the public
good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SHOULD DON'T KNOW
SHOULD

NOT

96.1 %

2.1%

OR DEPENDS

1.8%

69.1

.?.2.7

8.2

61.2
48.5

32.2
38.9

6.6
12.6

34.8

44.6

20.6

34.7

54.3

11.0

31.8

51.2

17.0

26.8

60.3

12.9

22.9

61.8

15.3

19.8

71.5

8.7

18.3

75.6

6.1

15.5

76.2

8.3
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Do you think our government
should or should not:
Establish a bureau to supervise what should
be printed in newspapers and magazines
Take over and operate all private colleges
and institutions of higher learning . . ...
Take over all the present family duties toward children ........ . .............. .
Supervise all religious observances by establishing a national church ....... ... .. . ... .
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SHOULD DON'T KNOW
SHOULD

NOT

OR DEPENDS

15.3

76.1

8.6

14.1

75.3

10.6

4.6

92.2

3.2

4.3

92.0

3.7

♦

Murder
A Dresden paper, the Weidmann, which thinks that
there are kangaroos (Beutelratte) in South Africa, says the
Hottentots (Hottentotten) put them in cage (Kotter) provided with covers (Lattengitter) to protect them from the
rain. The cages are therefore called Lattengitterwetterkotter, and the imprisoned kangaroo Lattengitterwetterkotterbeutelratte. One day an assassin (Attentiiter) was arrested, who had killed a Hottentot woman (Hottentottenmutter), the mother of two stupid and stuttering children
in Strottertrottel. This woman, in the German language,
is entitled Hottentottenstrottertrottelmutter, and h er a sassin takes the name Hottentottenstrottertrottelmutterattentiiter. The murderer was confined in a kangaroo' cag
-Beutelrattenlattengitterwetterkotter-whence a few day
later he escaped, but fortunately he was recaptur d by a
Hottentot, who presented him elf at the May r' offi. e
with beaming face. "I have captured the Beutelratle," said
he. "Which one?" said the Mayor. " We ha e
veral." "The A ttentiiterlattengitterwet terkotterbeutelratte.
"Which Attentiiter are you talking about?" " bout the
Hottentottenstrottertrottelmutterattentiiter." "Then why
don't you say at once the Holtentottenstrottertrottelmutterattenti:iterlo.ttengitterwetterkotterbeutelratte?" From Mark Twain's Autobiography
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Hollywood offerings.
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YOUNG MR. LINCOLN
On the whole, an excellent portrayal of Lincoln's earlier years,
though historically inaccurate.
Somewhat choppy in sections, it
nevertheless reproduces the first
section of the Lincoln saga and
presents the young gangling lawyer of Illinois as a most attractive
character. Worth seeing.
LUCKY NIGHT
Terrible stuff. Robert Taylor
and Myrna Loy in a pot-boiler
with impossible situations, silly
dialogue and stupid plot. When
it comes to your neighborhood
theatre it will be a good time to
read a book.

GOODBYE, MR. CHIPS
For once even the severest critic
of the professional reviewers of
the modern film will agree with
them that this is one of the best
films of the year, "outstandingly
sympathetic." The appeal of the
picture even to blase Broadway
audiences seems to lie in its gentle
and genteel portrayal of the common place life of an ordinary "master" in an English boys' school
where he teaches three generations, from the late Victorian age
through the World War. It approaches some of the European
films in the naturalness of this
portrayal but far surpasses them
in the acting, especially of Robert
Donat who takes the part of Chipping (familiarly, Mr. Chips). The
only time when the picture seems
to come near the conventional is
in the vacation romance. But this,
thanks to the good acting of Miss
Greer Gar on, is al o rescued from
the ordinary screen romanticism
by its simplicity. We have seldom
seen a movie so free from objectionable features as this.
JUAREZ
Superlatives are dangerous. o
danger here. Surpri ingly unHollywood. The triangle town
must be developing a social conscience. Better than average as an
hi torical document, it will be
appreciated and acclaimed for
much more.
truly soul-stirring
character por tra al by Paul Muni
in the part of Juarez, pea ant born
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and bred, filled with a burning
passion for the welfare of his fellowman, seeing in a pure democracy the only hope for the freedom and equality of the underprivileged and oppressed Mexican
peons. A definite screen triumph
for Brian Aherne as the refined,
cultured, well-meaning Maximilian von Hapsburg, dupe of Napolen III, aiming at the same goal
as Juarez, but sadly handicapped
by his monarchico-aristocratic
background. Another superlative
performance by Bette Davis as
Carlotta, wife of Maximilian,
strong-willed,
self-reliant,
resourceful, indomitable. A leaf in
John Garfield's recent laurels
merely to be in the picture, but
not cast to his best advantage.
More than just two hours of entertainment. A movie to be long
remembered. Steadily stimulating.
A really moving scene when Carlotta learns that she cannot bear
her husband an heir to establi h
a royal line for the country of
their adoption. Fast-moving, impressive, thought-provoking battle
scenes. Beautiful photography on
an approach shot to broken, d emented Carlotta as he feels h er
husband being executed five thouand miles away. Easily one of the
be t ten of the picture of 1939.
THE MIKADO
In the e nited tate thing
seldom come alone. The legiti-
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nomenon of the Messrs. Gilbert
Sullivan, who wrote comic
operas patronized-and enjoyedby Queen Victoria which are today as beloved and popular as
they were with the Victorians.

&

ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS
Romance in foreign parts-this
time in South America, which is
currently in the running as the
land of opportunity. Gary Grant,
aided, and sometimes hindered,
by a good cast, operates a pioneer
air-line out of a South American
port city across the Andes. The
drama of man against the elements and "The mail must go
through" is developed at length
until heroine Jean Arthur is
safely and definitely converted to
the fact that she will have to take

her aviator as is or else go home
with nothing but empty heartache. Our old pre-talkies friend,
Dick Barthelmess, makes a good
comeback in the film as a downand-out pilot who makes his last
chance good. The story is very
ordinary and suffers from overlengthiness and lack of coherence.
But much of this is redeemed by
some excellent aerial photography, and the competent acting is
enhanced by terse and direct dialog in keeping with the character
of the story. The studied nonchalance of the actors in the face
of imminent death is a brave and
natural gesture, but it hides an
emptiness typical of a generation
which has forgotten and lost the
meaning and purpose of life.

The Promise of the Ma chine
"These mechanical improvements, these labyrinths of
subways, these audacious towers, these endless miles of
asphalted streets, do not represent a triumph of human
effort; they stand for its comprehensive misapplication.
Where an inventive age follows methods which have no
relation to an intelligent and humane existence, an imaginative one would not be caught by the necessity. By turning our environment over to the machine we have robbed
the machine of the one promise it held out-that of enabling us to humanize more thoroughly the details of our
existence." -LEWIS MUMFORD

one of the most highly recommended
books?
w. P. HAAK
Mendota, Minnesota

LETTERS

[Obviously, THE CRESSET cannot recommend all books chosen by the existing Book-of-the-Month clubs. The
question raised by our correspondent
has been given thought. Shall we begin a CRESSET Book-of-the-Month
club?-Eo.]

to the

EDITOR

Expert Talk
Sm:

"Cresset" Book of the
Month?
SIR:

A few of us belong to a "Book-ofthe-Month Club." We joined in the
hope of getting the very best of books
to read in the little time that we have
to read such books-at the lowest possible cost. (You know how it is.) We
consider the books recommended by
THE CRESSET (with the three stars)
to be among the best books printed;
but it is very seldom that the books
recommended by our "Book-of-theMonth Club" are the same as recommended by THE CRESSET. Just a
glance at the last two catalogues sent
to you under separate cover will
verify that. It seems to us that the
books recommended by the "Club"
and those of THE CRESSET should very
often be the same, but they are not.
-What I should like to know is
whether you are able to recommend
some Club or system or source
through which our desired purpose
may be accomplished. What would
be a systematic way of always getting
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As the first and now one of the
only two Lutheran missionaries in
the largest oil field in the world-Ea t
Texas-I enjoyed Pastor Meier's story
of the "play" in the new Southern
Illinois oil field. Here was something
in THE CRESSET that even a "rou tabout" could appreciate, although I
do read and enjoy about threefourths or more of each i ue. Although there were trace indicating
your contributor wa not a "boomer"
but a "tenderfoot," he did give a
good, brief account of an oil b om.
As proof for the ta tern en t made in
the preceding conce ive lau e I
would point out that the term "on
the pump" is not generally u d f r
drilling (if indeed at all), but ref r
to the method of pr duction after
the well is drilled and when the naltural pre ure is no longer uffi i nt
to rai e the oil to the urfa e.
"They put one very t n a
... Well in every bl k." hat tickled my ri ibilitie . Here it i almo t
one per acr and a c r in th ity
blocks in Kilgore and
ladewat r.
Here they tear down bank buildin ,
stores and native rock churche in
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order to make a few more holes. At
one place-where they demolished
the bank-the concrete piers supporting the derricks are merely inches
a part. The gear of two of these wells
actually crossed and became tangled
in each other thousands of feet under
ground. "Roughnecks" in the "crow's
nest" of adjacent derricks could easily
have tossed light tools or a plug of tobacco across to each other.
Was Joe inspecting the pipe line
for leaks? Pipe line runners don't
chase a "go-devil" on foot here any
more; they make their inspection in
a low-flying plane. The story gives me
an idea; I may sometime offer you a
sectional or occupational story on
missionarying in an oil field.

vokingl Let the announcers sell their
wares in a sweet melodious way. Why,
that's half the joy of living-especially
to us out here in complete isolation.
Just to hear a voice coming all the
way from New York City repeating,
"Spry's creamier, such marvelous pies
and cakes" or "those perfectly heavenly shoes, step right into Paradise," or,
some beauty queen making the fragrance of romance completely yours,
or "Chesterfield, the blend that can't
be copied."
Naturally, many won't benefit from
these statements, but what of it! We
all need a little nonsense occasionally.

LEXICON

The Other Side

Play-incipient activity, prospecting,
making a test well, first definite results
Roustabout-general laborer
Roughneck-a driller
Boomer-one who follows the oil
booms around the country whether
directly or indirectly connected
with production
Tenderfoot-a novice, one uninitiated
in oil field lore, knowledge and
terms
Crow's nest-platform at top of derrick where pulley is located
Go-devil-reamer sent through pipe
line by pressure to clean out the
pipe
KARL F. BREEH E
Tyler, Texas

Radio Lying
SIR:

Lying in order to be effective
(CRESSET, April, page 15). How pro-

''CORRESPONDENT''

Platte Center, Nebraska

SIR:
The May issue of THE CRESSET carries several articles containing wrong
notions of the Catholic Church and
her belief. I refer to "The Prince of
Peace," "Gold and Tears," "Who
Won in Spain?" The writer or writers
are guilty of plain deception or deliberate omission. Catholics in Spain
or elsewhere do not fall on their
knees "before the gold and jewels
carried in solemn ceremonial." The
poverty of Spaniards and Mexicans
is not due to "gold encrusted altars."
I am enclosing an article which
may offer correct information. Let me
quote Bi hop Gannon of Erie who reported on his return from Spain in
September, 1938: " one of the clergy
had been highly paid. In 1935 they
enjoyed a fixed salary. For the sake of
compari on-in England the nglican
Bishops received 15,000 to 45,000
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a year while the Primate Cardinal of
Spain received less than $4500 per
year. The Spanish Bishops received
$2500 per year and the Spanish parish
priests $150 per year. The parish
priest received about half that of the
village schoolmaster.... I have often
seen the word 'priest-ridden' loosely
used about Spain. Before the war and
the slaughter there was one parish
priest to every 1200 Spaniards. I am
acquainted with the living conditions
of the clergy in England, Ireland,
Canada, and the United States. And
I find by comparison that the living
conditions of the Spanish clergy are
the poorest, the simplest and the
most modest of all. His daily food,
his bed and library, his clothes and
bodily comforts are poorer than any
national clergy, whether Protestant or
Catholic, I know."
"In regard to the Church wealth in
Spain there is a report from the
N.C.W.C. under date of January 23,
1939. It brings out facts which even
our enemies who falsely accuse the
Church must know. In 1835, 1836,
and 1837 Mendizabal's great expropriation of Church property took
place. The economist Guerra valued
the property at 2,600,000,000 pesetas
at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. In 1851 for the sake of peace
the Church renounced all rights to
the property involved. So, for the last
eighty years the Church in Spain has
been very poor. The Church in Spain
survived on a miserably low income
for almost a century. In October,
1931, the Cabinet of the Republic
cut the ecclesiastical budget to the
bone. Article 26 of the Republican
Constitution reads: 'The total x-
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tinction of the budget for the payment of the clergy (will be effected)
within a period of two years.' The
budget approved in 1933 omitted all
ecclesiastical obligations but approved
the payment of a 500 peseta bonus
(the peseta's value is about 10c) to
each priest over fifty years of age;
$50.00 to last a man the re t of hi
life! In small villages some pa tor ,
after fifty years in the prie thood,
were paid as little as 7.20 per month.
Assistant priests received proportionately smaller amount ."
LOUIS B. BAZNIK

Cleveland, Ohio
[Much depends on the definition of
the word "salary." Was that the only
income of the priests? As for the
wealth of the Church in Spain, the
splendid cathedrals, monasteries, art
treasures, etc., still stand beside the
hovels of the poor-for any observer
to see.-Eo.]

Prairie Postlude
Sm:
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must come at the parting of every
day. There is only one thing that will
make a multitude of independent,
hard bitten ranchers, farmers, merchants, old and young, rich or poor,
loafers or lovers, step respectfully and
walk circumspectly: That is the sight
of the sad-and-serene-faced Swede who
wheels the mail cart over the knobby,
creek bed gravel walk to the post office. No one could more properly prepare the public for an important
event than he. While the bags are being unloaded with all the decorum,
dignity, deliberation, solemnity and
slowness befitting such an occasion,
person after person has filed into the
Lobby. Sagebrush Siding prides itself
upon its lobby. There is again as
much lobby as there is post office.
There must needs be such a Forum
for such an assembly. Here the blurryeyed barber can discuss economics
with the town's only son of Abraham.
Here the Russian Grandames or Babouschkas can fondle their black
shawls and nibble at their unfailing
supply of roasted sun-flower seeds,
hear much without saying anything
and also see who is coming out of the
taverns across the way.
A few letters and papers are eagerly
distributed, grabbed, and devoured.
Some of the High School group are
giving oral reports as to content. A
few of the professional men are reading Eastern Dailies, but the Western
and Mid-Western Dailies are favorites
in this Lobby. Every opened Daily
has a dozen readers and a score of
commentators. Hitler, F.D.R., and
Benito might get some inkling of
their present status if they cared to do
so; the unrouged and unpowdered

beautician warns two of her young patrons whose heads look like wet spaniels that "they mustn't muss their
wave" and in the same breath asks her
fiance, the flour-powdered mill and
elevator man, his opinion of F.D.R.,
German spies, Tuesday's movie, and
Wall Street. He thinks if kinks are
interfered with in Wall Street it will
be especially hard for beauticians unless they amalgamate with elevator
men. In the assembly we also see Indian women, not "squaws who stand
so motionless, that only a blinking of
the eyes betrays they are alive." You
may see that in a movie or read about
it in the more "imaginative" stories,
but we haven't seen that as yet and do
not expect to see it. Anyway, we have
real Indian women who speak excellent English and whose sense of humor is as keen and refreshing as that
of any human can reasonably be expected to be. A rancher is reading the
market report over a wheat-farmer's
shoulder. His neighbor's two-year-old
son is offering him a sucker that has
already seen some serious service . . .
during this procedure the metropolitan confection drops to the floor
where the butcher's Number Elevens
grind it out of circulation. A stick of
gum settles all matters nicely. . . .
But the time has come for even those
at the very end of the line to step up
to the window. The girl up ahead
gets a box, the old man some coyote
traps, the next boy a catalog. The
Green Panel slides down to mark the
end of the day for Sagebrush Siding.
Now for THE CRESSETI
W. E. HAN EMANN
ew Salem, orth Dakota
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Bach and Lent
S1R:

To Elsie E. Kampmeyer's comment
on the Lenten music of Bach in the
June issue please add the following
excerpts from a critique by Eugene
Stinson in The Chicago Daily News of
May 17:
"He (Bach) intended the music
(The Passion according to St. Matthew) for performance in church, and
yet there is nothing in the music that
is not suited to as widespread a performance as there is music-making
power to provide." (This comment
followed a presentation of the "St.
Matthew Passion" at the North Shore
Music Festival held in the new Choral
Theater of Dyche Stadium, the football field of Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois.)
"The score is indeed one of the
monuments of music, formless yet encompassing, colored by an amazing
annotative sense in which Bach anticipated the aim, if not the manner
of Wagnerian drama."
"Yet in one respect his incomparable musical artistry and his personal
♦

A Lost Virtue
"Discipline, self or other, ha almost compl t ly anished from our life. . . . othing is impo ed any longer,
from learning one's ABC's to honoring one' par nt .
Everything is elective, from college cour e to marital
fidelity. The man or woman who a ts all di ci pline to
the winds for the gratification of elfi h d ire , who d nies obligation and dutie , is no longe con id red a
libertine or a cad but merely a moderni t pur uing the
legitimate end of self-expre ion."-J 1
R L w
ADAMS
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religiousness work hand in hand even
more subtly to affect the listener; it
is in the course of the orchestral accompaniment that one comes upon
the minutest but most eloquent pointing of the text. And this is the more
spellbinding because Bach's music i
not religious in its form, in its outward respect; it is religious becau e
the forms he used he was able to turn
to a suitable expression of what he
had in his heart."
In the same paper the same critic
wrote on May 5:
"The singers ought to remember
that the music of Bach is instrumental
in its conception, that its interval
take no account of a singer's ordinary harmonic sense and that the voice
p arts are of equal importance with
each other and need the mo t skillful
sustaining."
Whoever agrees or disagrees with
these findings of Mr. Stinson can
fortify his position with quotation
from the June, July, ugu t, or eptember issues of THE CRESSET of
1938.
HERBERT D. BRUE I G
Chicago, Illinois

l~
Contributors=Problems==Final Notes

THE problem of crime in Amer-

of book. Our reviewer discusses
the entire problem in our current
"Literary Scene." We bespeak for
him the sympathetic attention of
our readers. Letters which disagree with his position will be
printed gladly.

ica is becoming increasingly
acute. Despite a great number of
suggested solutions, both the cost
of crime and the untold human
misery caused by it
are increasing.
This month THE
CRESSET pres en ts a
cool and careful
study of the three
possible approaches to the problem
of the criminal by
the modern state.
Few men in America are more capable of discussing
the problem than
William L. Stuckert, Chief Probation Officer of the Supreme Bench
of Bal ti more City. His expert
evaluation of "Probation, Prisons,
and Paroles" is worthy of thoughtful attention.

The

~

Our guest reviewers this month
are Walter E. Kraemer (Danger Signal), pastor of St.
Paul's Church,
Tracy, California,
and H. F. Wind
(Proceedings of the
Thirty-Seventh Annual Convention
of Associated Lutheran Charities)
Superintendent, Lutheran Institutional Missions, Buffalo, New
York.
,;,J_.
Regretfully we must confess
that occasionally the limitations of
space prevent the reviews of books
as early as we should like to present them. It i our policy to present the reviews of best sellers just
as quickly a po sible. Occasionally, however, this makes it necesary to postpone the review of a
book for a month or two. This applie al o to our letter column. We
alwa
have more than we can
print.

EditorJs

Lamp

Some of our reviewers have
lately been in difficulty. Several
best selling novels have been offensively bawdy and immoral. Despite this, however, they are being
widely read and are important
contributions to modern American literature. The Grapes of
Wrath by John Steinbeck is the
mo t triking e ample of this type
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I
FOR T H COMING ISSUES

I. In "Notes and Comment" the editors will continue
their brief comments on the world of public affair and
modern thought.
II. Major articles during the commg m nths will mclude:
GLIMPSES OF NAZI GERMANY
VIGNE'ITES OF GERMANY

THE DETECTIVE STORY
FARMER, STAY WHERE You

AREi

III. In future issues the editors will review, among
many others, the following books:
MOSES AND MONOTHEISM ...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sigmund
INSIDE ASIA ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John

How

TO THINK STRAIGHT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert

AMERICAN JAzz Music •••.••...•.•••.••.•••••
WIND, SAND AND STARS •.. .•. ..•... • Antoine

Freud

Gunther

H. Thouless

Wilder Hobson

de Saint Exupery

FINNEGANS WAKE •.••••......•....•..••.....••• • James
MEDITERRANEAN CROSS-CURRENTS ••••• . Louisa
AMERICA IN MIDPASSAGE .••.•..•• Charles

A. and Mary R. Beard

INFORMATION PLEASE •••... ....•.....••.•...• . Dan

Golenpaul

MEN CAN TAKE IT ....•... ... .• ..••..•.... • Elizabeth

LET

THE RECORD SPEAK •.• ..•..• •.•.••..•• Dorothy

IN SEARCH OF PEACE ••..••.••.•••••• •••• • Neville
HUNTSMAN, WHAT QUARRY? ••••.•• •.• • Edna

D.ESIG

sI

MERICA

SHORT

SCARLET . • • . • • . .

Hawes

Thompson

Chamberlain

St. Vincent Millay

THE BRA ' DONS .• •• .•...•••.• •....••..•••••• • Angela

Frrrv BEST

Joyce

Marie Sieve/ting

TORlES ••.•.•... • Edw.
• . .• .•.••• Courtney

Thirkell

J. O'Brien

Ryley Cooper

